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Modern desktop machines now use multi-core CPUs to enable improved per-
formance. However, achieving high performance on multi-core machines without
optimized software support is still di!cult even in a single machine, because con-
tention for shared resources can make it hard to exploit multiple computing re-
sources e!ciently. Moreover, more diverse and heterogeneous hardware platforms
(e.g. general-purpose GPU and Cell processors) have emerged and begun to impact
grid computing. Given that heterogeneity and diversity are now a major trend going
forward, grid computing must support these environmental changes.
In this dissertation, I design and evaluate a decentralized resource management
scheme to exploit heterogeneous multiple computing resources e"ectively. I suggest
resource management algorithms that can e!ciently utilize a diverse computational
environment, including multiple symmetric computing entities and heterogeneous
multi-computing entities, and achieve good load-balancing and high total system
throughput. Moreover, I propose expressive resource description techniques to ac-
commodate more heterogeneous environments, allowing incoming jobs with complex
requirements to be matched to available resources.
First, I develop decentralized resource management frameworks and job schedul-
ing schemes to exploit multi-core nodes in peer-to-peer grids. I present two new
load-balancing schemes that explicitly account for resource sharing and contention
across multiple cores within a single machine, and propose a simple performance
prediction model that can represent a continuum of resource sharing among cores of
a CPU. Second, I provide scalable resource discovery and load balancing techniques
to accommodate nodes with many types of computing elements, such as multi-core
CPUs and GPUs, in a peer-to-peer grid architecture. My scheme takes into account
diverse aspects of heterogeneous nodes to maximize overall system throughput as
well as minimize messaging costs without sacrificing the failure resilience provided
by an underlying peer-to-peer overlay network. Finally, I propose an expressive
resource discovery method to support multi-attribute, range-based job constraints.
The common approach of using simple attribute indexes does not su!ce, as range-
based constraints may be satisfied by more than a single value. I design a compact
ID-based representation for resource characteristics, and integrate this representa-
tion into the decentralized resource discovery framework.
By extensive experimental results via simulation, I show that my schemes can
match heterogeneous jobs to heterogeneous resources both e"ectively (good matches
are found, load is balanced), and e!ciently (the new functionality imposes little
overhead).
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Modern computing machines now use multi-core CPUs to enable improved
performance. However, achieving high performance on multi-core machines with-
out optimized software support is still di!cult even in a single machine, because
contention for shared resources can make it hard to exploit multiple computing re-
sources e!ciently. For example, Moore [1] shows that multi-core processors cannot
guarantee increased performance for supercomputing applications, and that some
applications may even have worse performance than with single-core nodes. In ad-
dition to the fact that multi-core machines are becoming overwhelmingly popular
in grid computing systems, more diverse and heterogeneous hardware platforms
(e.g. GPGPU(General Purpose computation on Graphics Processing Units) tech-
nology and Cell Processors) have emerged and begun to impact on grid computing
area recently. For example, Nvidia’s CUDA solution on its GPU hardware [2] can
achieve tremendous computing performance for iterative scientific computation with
relatively low costs [3]. Some researchers have showed experimental results using
machines with Cell Processors supported by wide-spread grid platforms such as
Condor [4], BOINC [5, 6] and Folding@Home [7]. Given that heterogeneity and
diversity is the major trend of grid computing, we need to support these environ-
ment changes inevitably. In addition, a decentralized resource management scheme
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should be employed for a reliable and scalable grid system, because a client-server
based centralized approach is vulnerable to a single point of failure (lack of relia-
bility) and has a performance bottleneck (lack of scalability). Fortunately, we have
designed an e"ective peer-to-peer grid solution for single-core machines.
However, a simple extension of single-core approach is not e"ective because
we have several following issues in order to get optimized performance by exploiting
multiple heterogeneous computing entities.
• Contention for shared resource : Multiple jobs (or multi-threaded jobs) can
contend for shared resources (e.g. memory), and those contentions degrade
overall performance dramatically. Assigning two or more jobs in a multi-core
machine without taking the contention e"ects into account cannot guaran-
tee performance improvement. However, quantitative prediction for the con-
tention e"ects and job allocation based on the parameterized model is not an
easy problem to solve.
• Reducing excessively frequent updates in the peer-to-peer network : To leverage
available resources e"ectively, advertising current resource status across nodes
should be required. However, this frequent dynamic information update in
peer-to-peer (P2P) system can be excessive. To provide e"ective dynamic up-
date without generating excessive changes is not easy to implement e!ciently.
• Job Assignment across heterogeneous nodes : How can we find the best node
that satisfies all requirements of a job in a peer-to-peer system for better total
throughput and load balance (called matchmaking) ? If we have multiple
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choices with di"erent resource capabilities, a policy for decision is required
and becoming more di!cult as distributed resources are more heterogeneous.
• Expressiveness for heterogeneous requirements : Heterogeneity and diversity in
resources (and job requirements) need more expressive methods for description
and job allocation. Our eventual goal is to provide a more generalized platform
for resource description and discovery techniques in a decentralized way.
To address these issues, I have designed a new decentralized resource man-
agement framework to extend our basic P2P grid system. This framework has the
following advantages. First, I have developed an elastic resource advertisement and a
discovery technique on top of the current P2P overlay based system to accommodate
multi-core nodes. This technique includes the e!cient job allocation method to take
the contention e"ect for shared resources into account. Second, I have developed
a scalable matchmaking system for heterogeneous nodes having multiple, di"erent
kinds of computing elements. The extended matchmaking system can assign jobs to
exploit heterogeneous nodes e"ectively while it limits the excessive communication
volume. Third, this system supports more flexible formats of resource descriptions,
for example, range-type resource constraints/capabilities. The range-based resource
description allows allocating jobs in a more flexible and e!cient way. Throughout
extensive experimental results, I show that the newly extended P2P grid system can
exploit multi-core nodes as well as more heterogeneous nodes in a scalable way, and
e"ectively support more flexible resource descriptions.
3
1.1 Motivating Applications
Our target applications are mostly computation intensive but don’t require
frequent I/O access or large data access. Examples of the target applications include
bio-informatics (e.g. protein folding, HIV/AIDS, neural disorders), computational
finance (high frequency trading, Monte Carlo), and various scientific applications in
physics/astronomy area. Some practical examples are as follows.
Bio-informatics
There are many computation intensive problems in bio-informatics. For example,
Folding@home [7] project investigates how to get correct a DNA sequence in protein.
The main problem is that only knowing this sequence does not tell us enough to
find what the protein does and how it works. The protein should fold to be a
particular shape in order to carry out the specific functions. This problem needs a
huge amount of computation. For example, in order to simulate folding instance,
it needs a microsecond interval in the simulation time scale, which requires 10,000
CPU days [8]. By leveraging volunteer desktop computing, the CPU time can
be reduced significantly. Recently the scientists begin using GPGPU technology
in their platform [5, 6] to improve computation performance. In addition to the
protein folding problem, there are so many computation intensive projects related
to HIV/AIDS, neural disorders, and cancers in the bio-informatics area.
Computational Finance
The current real-time, high-frequency trading system allows automated transactions
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based on given mathematical algorithms. The issue in the machine-based trading
is who can get the result quickly and send a sell or buy request to the trading
market, because the algorithm itself would not be very di"erent. To get the fastest
response, exploiting distributed computational resources is very important. Parallel
or distributed computation in grid-like environments can reduce computation time
significantly compared to using a single machine. In addition to the distributed
approach, nowadays they start using a GPGPU in a grid node to reduce computation
time. As more heterogeneous hardware resources are emerging, we should take care
of this trend for heterogeneity to get better results.
Scientific Computation in Physics/Astronomy
In the astrophysics area, some research problems need tremendous amounts of com-
putation. One example of such projects is Einstein@home project [9]. The objec-
tive of this project is to search for weak astrophysical signals from spinning neutron
stars. They use data from gravitational-wave detectors, radio telescopes, and Fermi
gamma-ray satellites. The main computation is to solve the matching problem in a
frequency domain, so computation can be easily distributed according to the search
spaces. Recently they announce to support OpenCL platform [10], which mainly
targets to leverage GPGPU resources.
1.2 Thesis and Contributions
In this dissertation, I support the following thesis: decentralized resource man-
agement scheme can be employed to exploit heterogeneous multiple computing re-
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sources in grid systems. To support my thesis, I develop, apply, and evaluate a set
of techniques for building an e"ective and scalable P2P grid system for heteroge-
neous nodes and jobs.
More specifically, this dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. E!ective contention-aware job scheduling for multi-core nodes
While the majority of CPUs now sold contain multiple computing cores, cur-
rent grid computing systems either ignore the multiplicity of cores, or treat
them as distinct, independent machines. The latter approach ignores the re-
source contention present between cores in a single CPU, while the former
approach fails to take advantage of significant computing power. I provide a
decentralized resource management framework for exploiting multi-core nodes
in peer-to-peer grids. I present two new load-balancing schemes that explicitly
account for the resource sharing and contention of multiple cores, and propose
a simple parameterized performance prediction model that can represent a
continuum of resource sharing among cores of a CPU.
2. Scalable resource management framework for heterogeneous envi-
ronments
Since GPGPU technology has emerged and begun to impact grid computing,
a grid node can have multiple, di"erent types of computing elements. Unfor-
tunately, a straightforward extension of current P2P framework for heteroge-
neous nodes cannot be e"ective or scalable because first, multiple computing
elements can be of di"erent types so that their performance characteristics can
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vary greatly, and second, the number of resource attributes increases as the
node becomes more heterogeneous, so resource advertisement and discovery
in our P2P framework can su"er from more communication costs. To address
these issues, I provide an e"ective extended P2P scheme to take the node’s
heterogeneity into account. The new scheme makes good scheduling decisions
in scenarios where both job requirements and nodes can contain multiple,
possibly heterogeneous, computing elements. Moreover, I develop a set of
mechanisms that limit communication cost growth incurred by heterogeneity
without sacrificing failure resilience, one of the key advantages of P2P systems.
3. Range-type resource discovery and load balancing
The recent trend toward heterogeneity among, and even within, computers
requires new expressiveness in the way resource descriptions are created, and
new sophistication in systems that attempt to match jobs with resources. To
enable more expressive job description, I propose a novel resource discovery
and load balancing method to support multi-attribute, range-based job con-
straints in a peer-to-peer grid system. The common approach of using simple
attribute indexes does not su!ce, as range-based constraints may be satis-
fied by more than a single value. I propose a compact new representation
for resource characteristics, and integrate this representation into the existing
decentralized resource discovery framework. In addition, our system relies on
resource descriptions being aggregated and periodically disseminated. Decen-
tralized algorithms are often sensitive to the “freshness” of this information.
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However, I show that this approach is not sensitive to stale data, allowing the
information movement to happen rarely enough that it imposes only insignif-
icant overhead.
1.3 Outline
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. First, Chapter 2 de-
scribes our basic peer-to-peer grid platform. Chapter 3 presents e!cient resource
management and job scheduling schemes for multi-core nodes. We discuss a more
extensive, scalable framework for more heterogeneous nodes which have multiple,
di"erent types of computing resources in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we describe
an expressive framework for range-type resource discovery and load balancing. In
Chapter 6, we present some related work on P2P grid and heterogeneous comput-
ing. Chapter 7 presents conclusions, summarizes the work and suggests possible
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Peer-to-Peer Grid System
In this chapter, we describe the basic peer-to-peer grid platform including
how jobs are submitted and matchmaking is performed to an appropriate node
in a decentralized way. First, we describe the basic system architecture includ-
ing underlying assumptions and nodes/jobs characteristics. Second, we discuss our
basic matchmaking framework based on Content-Addressable Network (CAN) [11].
Third, advanced load balancing protocols are presented using probabilistic job push-
ing method. Finally, we describe how to perform matchmaking when a discrete type
of resource constraints that requires a singular value for that resource (i.e. exact
match) are given in our CAN-based framework.
2.1 Overall System Architecture
Our system is built on a variant of an existing distributed hash table (DHT)
to organize peer-to-peer structures among nodes [12, 13, 11, 14, 15, 16]. DHT uses
a random hash function to map nodes in a uniform way on the space, and this
randomness enables inserting and looking up a node in a simple way. In our system,
every node is assigned a GUID (Global Unique Identifier) for the DHT and with a
given random GUID each node can maintain a unified, organized single structure
by exchanging information about pointers to only a small subset of nodes in the
9
system.
A job in our system is composed of a profile that describes how to compute the
job result. The job profile includes the locations of input data and the executable
program, its minimum resource requirements, and information about the client sub-
mitting the job. We assume that each job is independent so that no communication
between jobs is needed [17]. This is a typical scenario for desktop grid computing
systems, enabling many independent users to submit their jobs to a collection of
resources, for embarrassingly parallel workloads [18]. The following steps outline
the procedure for injecting and executing a job in the system.(See Figure 2.1)
1. A client inserts a job into the system through an arbitrary node called the
injection node.
2. The injection node assigns a GUID to the job and initiates CAN routing of
the job to the owner node.
3. The owner node begins the matchmaking process to find a lightly loaded node
(run node) that meets all of the job’s resource requirements.
4. Once a run node is determined, the owner node sends the job to the run node.
5. The run node inserts the job into an internal FIFO queue for job execution.
Periodic heartbeat messages between the run node and owner node ensure that
both are still alive. Missing consecutive heartbeats triggers a failure recovery
procedure.

































Figure 2.1: Overall System Architecture
The owner node is responsible for monitoring job status until the job finishes
execution and returns the result to the client. The run node and owner node ex-
change soft-state heartbeat messages for recovering from voluntary departure or
failure of either node. More details about our basic architecture are presented in
earlier work [19, 20].
2.2 Matchmaking Algorithm
Matchmaking is the process of assigning a job to a node that both satisfies
the job’s requirements and is also lightly loaded. A good matchmaking algorithm
should meet the following criteria:
• Expressiveness The matchmaking framework should be expressive enough
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to specify job requirements as well as node capabilities.
• Load Balance Jobs should be distributed evenly across the nodes to maximize
the total throughput of the system.
• Parsimony A node’s resources should not be wasted as a result of over-
provisioning.
• Completeness As long as the system has a node that is capable of running
the job, the matchmaking algorithm must find a run node.
• Low Overhead The matchmaking process should not incur significant over-
head.
Among various DHTs, we use a CAN to implement a peer-to-peer system in
a structured way so that we can use the multiple dimensions of a CAN to represent
the resource attributes of grid nodes and jobs. The original CAN design maps a
node to a point in a d-dimensional space by hashing a GUID. The space is divided
into non-overlapping hyper-rectangular zones that each maintain neighbor informa-
tion. However, nodes’ positions in the CAN may not be randomly distributed. For
example, Tang et al. [21] map documents and queries into a multi-dimensional CAN
space where each dimension measures the relevance of a particular index term. By
this mapping, they can execute queries via a local search centered on a query’s
mapping location. Similarly, each dimension in our modified CAN represents the
amount of a particular resource type for a node, or that resource’s requirement for
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Figure 2.2: Matchmaking Mechanism in CAN
that resource in the CAN space so that we can solve the matchmaking problem as
a routing problem in the CAN as in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 shows an example for matchmaking Job J and Node G with two
resource types, CPU speed and Memory size, through routing in the CAN space.
To measure CPU performance, we may use FLOPS, IPS or CPU measures for stan-
dard benchmarks, such as SPEC, instead of CPU clock speed [22, 23, 5]. We use
CPU speed for CPU performance metric because it is simple for general grid users
to specify and often e"ective [24]. The Job J is inserted into the system using its
requirements as coordinates ({CJ , MJ} and routed to the zone (owner node, Node
D) containing those coordinates. Among upper and right neighbor nodes from the
owner nodes in the Figure 2.2, the least loaded node that meets resource require-
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ments will be selected as a run node; the load information is exchanged periodically
between nodes piggybacked on CAN heartbeat messages. Load balance property is
satisfied by picking the least loaded node among neighbors. Parsimony and Expres-
siveness follow naturally from the fact that the owner node of a job maintains the
zone containing the coordinates of a job (corresponding to its minimum resource
requirements), so the minimally capable nodes for a job are neighbors (or next-
nearest neighbors) of the owner. Also, under the assumption that there is always at
least one node capable of running a job, Completeness can easily be assured by the
CAN routing, which in the worst case will eventually map a job to the most-capable
node in the system (the node occupying the extreme corner or the edge of the CAN
space).
The original CAN does not allow two nodes to have identical coordinates, but
multiple nodes with the same resource capabilities can exist in the CAN. To address
this problem, we add another dimension to the CAN that has randomly generated
values for both nodes and jobs, called the virtual dimension. Therefore, multiple
nodes with the same resource capabilities can be di"erentiated in the CAN space
via the random coordinate in the virtual dimension. The randomly assigned virtual
dimension value for jobs also is used to improve load balance across nodes.
2.3 Advanced Load Balancing
The simple load balancing scheme based on random virtual dimension coordi-
nates does not always show good performance. We have improved the matchmaking
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algorithm by pushing jobs in a probabilistic way through the CAN space, to find
less loaded nodes [25]. The key idea is to push a job into under-loaded regions in the
CAN space (still satisfying its resource requirements), to select a lightly loaded node
from those nodes that meet the job resource requirements. To provide the required
load information in the decentralized system, we first aggregate information, such
as the number of nodes and average job queue length in each CAN dimension, by
piggybacking onto the heartbeat messages that are used to maintain the CAN DHT.
Based on that aggregated information, in the matchmaking process a node chooses a
dimension and a target node to push a job that is being matched. However, before
pushing the job, the node computes a stopping probability to decide whether to
stop or push. If the job stops, we search for the best (most lightly loaded) run node
among the node neighbors that satisfy the job resource requirements. Otherwise,
the job continues to be pushed through the CAN for better load balancing. The
system with the job pushing scheme balances load more e"ectively than the simple
scheme and improves overall system throughput.
Figure 2.3 shows a simple example of job pushing in a 2-dimensional CAN.
A node’s coordinate is represented by a circle, and the zones for the nodes are
partitioned by the dotted lines. Suppose that job J is inserted via node C with the
coordinate (CJ , MJ). First, job J is routed to its coordinate (in node F ’s zone) via
CAN routing. In this example, nodes D through I can be the run node for job J ,
because they all satisfy the requirements for job J . For better load balancing, the job
can be pushed towards upper regions in the CAN, and that is done using aggregated
load information. For example, node F has aggregated load information along both
15
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Figure 2.3: Job Pushing in the CAN
dimensions, and the job is pushed from node F to node E if the aggregated load
along the memory dimension is less than in the CPU dimension. Similarly, the job
can be pushed to node D from node E. But job pushing may stop at node D or
E probabilistically (based on the likelihood of finding a node that can run the job
immediately), though this example does not show probabilistic stopping. During
the job pushing process at node D, suppose that node G is a free-node, meaning the
node has no running or waiting jobs in its queue, so can run the job immediately.
Then job pushing stops and job J is inserted in node G’s waiting queue. More details





































Figure 2.4: Matchmaking across sub-CANs: Solid arrows denote the physical routing
path of job J, while dotted arrows show the logical path.
2.4 Categorical Resource Type
In our system, the resource requirement (or capability) for a job (or a node)
can be either a continuous type (e.g. CPU speed " 1GHz ) or a categorical type
(e.g. OS == ”Linux” ). Continuous constraints include CPU speed, memory size,
disk space, etc. whereas categorical constraints include operating system type and
CPU architecture. While Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 have addressed the matchmak-
ing problem with only continuous resource types, we describe how to matchmake
jobs with categorical resource constraints given as an exact match in this section.
The system must be able to search for exact matches for the categorical resource
types and minimum matches for the continuous resource types simultaneously, while
balancing load among multiple candidate nodes.
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To e"ectively integrate all types of resources into a CAN, first the CAN space
is divided into multiple disjoint sub-spaces (called sub-CANs) where all of the cat-
egorical resource types in each sub-space are exactly the same, and an e!cient
mechanism is provided to connect the multiple sub-spaces [26]. With this design,
each physical peer only is responsible for the exact region of the CAN space to which
it belongs, with respect to its categorical resource specifications, and the rest of the
space (unoccupied spaces) is covered by virtual peers. Since a virtual peer is not a
physical node, each virtual peer can be mapped to physical peers (called manager
nodes). For e!cient management of sub-CANs and to simplify failure recovery, all
categorical resource types are transformed into a single dimension (called the T di-
mension) using a Hilbert Space-Filling Curve [27]. We first route the given job to
the sub-CAN having the same categorical resources values along the T dimension.
Then the matchmaking process inside the sub-CAN is done e!ciently using the
previously described job pushing mechanism. To distinguish this approach from our
new solution that we describe in the next chapter, we call it the sub-CAN approach
in the rest of dissertation.
Figure 2.4 shows the overall procedure for matching a job J to a node R that
meets both the categorical and continuous resource constraints of J. In the figure,
VBE and VEH denote virtual peers covering the (PPC & OSX) and (IBM & AIX)
sub-spaces respectively (i.e., no physical peer that belongs to either of these regions
currently exists in the grid). During a matchmaking (routing) procedure across
multiple sub-CANs, each node utilizes information about the neighbors of a virtual
peer and once the request arrives at the right sub-CAN (in terms of categorical
18
resource types), the job pushing mechanism described in Section 2.3 is employed to
achieve good load balance.
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Chapter 3
Matchmaking Framework in a Multi-core Grid
In this chapter, we describe decentralized resource management and job schedul-
ing techniques for a multi-core node in order to run multi-threaded jobs or multiple
single-threaded jobs. Both to e"ectively utilize all available grid resources, including
multi-cores, and to run jobs that request multiple cores (presumably because they
are multi-threaded), we address two challenges as follows. First, when a multi-core
node runs jobs but all cores are not used, the number of free cores and amount of
available shared resources should be advertised to the grid system for matchmaking
with future incoming jobs. Unfortunately, representing the dynamic aspects of node
capability in current peer-to-peer grid systems is not straightforward. We describe a
new e!cient matchmaking framework for multi-core environments. Second, running
concurrent jobs on a multi-core node can result in contention for shared resources
such as memory, cache, etc. There is currently no simple analytical model to pre-
dict slow-down for this situation. We discuss a new straightforward approach to
modeling the performance of multi-core nodes, using a penalty factor to account for
resource contention. Third, we present extensive experiment results that show that
our new approaches outperform multi-core oblivious approaches.
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3.1 Resource Management in a Multi-core Grid
3.1.1 Two Logical Nodes for a Multi-core Node
To maximize the benefit of multi-core CPUs, each core should run a di"erent
job simultaneously. However, a job that requires a large amount of a shared resource,
such as memory or disk space, should be able to run on the multi-core node, too.
To accommodate multiple small jobs as well as a large job, matchmaking should
be done based on current dynamic status information on shared resource usage
within each grid node. The problem is that it is not easy to dynamically update
the status of all nodes, even in a centralized desktop grid system. For example,
Condor[28] uses a static resource partitioning method to utilize all cores in a node,
but the partitioning of all available node resources must be configured by the grid
administrator in advance. The problem is worse in structured P2P grid systems like
our CAN, since they rely on low churn (nodes entering and leaving the system) to
maximize throughput and minimize overhead. To minimize overhead as well as to
advertise dynamic updates to the node information in our CAN based system, we
introduce the idea of using two logical nodes to represent a single physical multi-core
node.
First, we map a node to a static point in the CAN space, just as for a single-
core node. The coordinates in the CAN space for this logical node, which we call
the Max-node, are the maximum value for each resource type, regardless of current
availability for each resource within the node. The Max-node has an internal job
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Figure 3.1: Changes for the two logical nodes when jobs are assigned to the node
in its queue.
The other logical node, called the Residue-node, represents the currently avail-
able shared resources. The coordinates of a Residue-node may change frequently,
since they represent the dynamic status of available shared resources in the node.
(The coordinates for resource types that do not change, e.g. operating system type
are those of the corresponding Max-node.) An interesting feature of a Residue-node
is that it is always a free node; a Residue-node does not have an internal queue. If a
Residue-node is assigned a job to run, it can start running the job immediately (no
wait time). If a Max-node is a free node, or all CPU-cores are busy running jobs,
then the Residue-node is not explicitly represented in the CAN.
Figure 3.1 shows the status of one Max-node and its Residue-node, and how
to create and remove nodes on job arrival. To simplify this example, we consider
only a 2-dimensional CAN. The main issue to explore is how to construct a CAN
that performs matchmaking for jobs in the multi-core grid. Two approaches are



















Figure 3.2: Dual-CAN: Node B creates Residue-node C on Secondary
CAN when running a job
3.1.2 Dual-CAN Model
The first model is Dual-CAN. The basic idea of Dual-CAN is to have a Primary
CAN for the Max-nodes, and a Secondary CAN containing Residue-nodes. To
reduce the overhead for frequent updates of dynamic node information, we separate
the static node information from the dynamic information so that each CAN takes
care of one type of logical nodes. Therefore, the overhead of the Primary CAN
is the same as that of the original CAN. On the other hand, even though the
overhead of the Secondary CAN is not negligible, the additional overhead is not
large compared to the Primary CAN. This is for two reasons: the number of nodes
in the Secondary CAN is much smaller than in the Primary CAN for a loaded
system, and matchmaking is mainly done in the Primary CAN.
The Primary CAN contains both single-core nodes and the Max-nodes for
multi-core nodes. The Primary CAN has low churn (only for nodes entering and
leaving the grid) and contains one zone per physical node. Zone splitting (joining &
leaving) is done the same way as in our earlier CAN. The Secondary CAN contains
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the Residue-nodes for multi-core nodes. The Secondary CAN can be very dynamic
because Residue-nodes may join and leave the CAN frequently, as jobs are matched
to nodes and as jobs complete in the grid system, consequently requiring changes to
the status of shared resources in the Residue-nodes. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show
the status of the Primary CAN and Secondary CAN, respectively, after a single-
core node (with coordinates [1.5GHz, 2GB]) and a dual-core node (with coordinates
[2GHz, 3GB]) join the grid and a job requiring 2GB memory and 1GHz CPU is
matched to the dual-core node. Whenever a node (or a job) in the Primary CAN
needs to contact the Secondary CAN, such as for a new node join or in the job
pushing process, first if the node participates in the Secondary CAN, we can directly
access the Secondary CAN. Second, the node will look at the information for its
neighbors in the Primary CAN to see if any of them participate in the Secondary
CAN. If any node in the Secondary CAN can be found in the neighbor lists, then we
can use that node as an injection node to the Secondary CAN. If not, we can look
up the injection node information in the Manager node, which provides a directory
service for the secondary CAN so that we can access the Secondary CAN [26].
3.1.3 Balloon Model
To reduce the overhead of frequent join and leave operations for the Residue-
node, we have separated the CAN into static and dynamic parts. However, the
overhead from the Secondary CAN can be significant if not managed carefully. The













Figure 3.3: Balloon model: Node B is assigned the same job as in Figure 3.2
Model has only one CAN, which contains both single-core nodes and the Max-nodes
for multi-core nodes. This is equivalent to the Primary CAN in the Dual-CAN
scheme. Residue-nodes are then attached to the zone that contains the Residue-
node’s coordinates. This is not a separate node in the CAN. Rather, a given Residue-
node associates itself with the physical CAN node that owns the zone that contains
the Residue-node’s coordinates. We call the Residue-node a Balloon, because it is
attached to a physical node in the CAN space like a balloon is attached with a string
to a child’s wrist. A Residue-node is therefore connected to only one zone in the
CAN. Therefore, creating and removing Residue-nodes is straightforward and a"ects
only one CAN node. If a Residue-node is assigned a job to run, the Residue-node
detaches itself from its current node and migrates (routes in the CAN) to a new
node based on its new resource availability. This is analogous to cutting a balloon’s
string so it can fly o" and land somewhere else. Figure 3.3 shows an example for
the Balloon model, where the status of the nodes is the same as in the Dual-CAN
example in Section 3.1.2.
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3.1.4 Matchmaking for Multi-core Nodes and Multi-threaded Jobs
We describe new matchmaking algorithms for the Dual-CAN and Balloon
models. Although we have previously developed matchmaking mechanisms that
work well for single-core nodes [25], those mechanisms cannot take advantage of
all the resources available in multi-core nodes. The first approach for a multi-core
environment is that we add a dimension to the CAN that represents the number
of cores in a node. This dimension is used to both advertise the number of cores
available in a multi-core node in the CAN, and also to specify the number of cores
requested for a multi-threaded job.
Information Aggregation The original CAN propagates aggregated load infor-
mation along each CAN dimension, such as the number of nodes and average job
queue lengths, to aid in load balancing for the matchmaking process. However, in a
multi-core environment we must change the way to measure the load (= job queue
length divided by number of nodes), because this measure assumes a single-core
machine [25]. For multi-core nodes, we generalize queue length to measure the sum
of the cores required for all jobs in a node’s queue and use the total number of cores
instead of the number of nodes. On a single-core machine, these generalizations
retain their original meaning.
In the Dual-CAN scheme, information aggregation is performed only in the
Primary CAN, because only free nodes (those with empty job queues) can exist
in the Secondary CAN. Thus, information aggregation is not meaningful in the
Secondary CAN. On the other hand, in the Balloon Model, the number of cores
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includes the number of cores in the node as well as the number of cores in all
Balloons attached to the node. However, the number of cores in a Balloon should
be discounted somewhat, because contention for shared node resources can slow
down jobs that are assigned to cores represented by Balloons. Section 3.2 shows
in more detail how we model contention for shared resources among the cores in a
node. The total number of cores in node N (denoted by TNC(N)) can be measured
by the following equation:
TNC(N) = NC(N) +
!
b!B
"b · NC(b) (3.1)
In Equation 3.1, NC(N) is the number of cores in the node or Balloon N , and
B is the set of all Balloons in Node N . In addition, "b is the discount factor for
Balloon b, which will be discussed in the next Section.
Pushing jobs for load balancing Job pushing starts once a job has been routed
to a CAN node that meets the job’s minimum resource requirements. To minimize
job queue wait time, we set the priority for job assignment so that free nodes (with
empty job queues) have higher priority than nodes with both free and used cores (so
are already running one or more jobs), which then have higher priority than nodes
with no free cores (fully busy nodes). Therefore, the job pushing procedure for the
multi-core CAN is divided into three steps. First, try to find a free node in the CAN
neighbors of the current node. If one or more free nodes is found, assign the job
to the node having the fastest CPU(s). Otherwise, the target node and dimension
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In Equation 3.2, Fd(u) is the objective function for the upper neighbor node (= the
neighbor nodes that are farther from the origin) u in dimension d, and AId(u) is
aggregated load information for node u. That value is equal to the average core
utilization divided by the number of cores. Given the target dimension, we can





In Equation 3.3, P (N) is the probability to stop at Node N , and SF is the stopping
factor, which is the parameter to adjust the stopping probability [25]. In addition,
AITD(N) is the aggregated information at Node N for the target dimension TD.
If the job stops probabilistically, a search is initiated for a node with enough free
cores for the job, either in the Secondary CAN for the Dual-CAN scheme or in the
Balloons of the node and its CAN neighbors for the Balloon Model, and if found
the job is assigned to the fastest node of those free nodes. If a node with enough
free cores is not found, the job is assigned to the best run node among the capable






Algorithm 1 Pushing for Dual-CAN
1: Choose target node and dimension with minimum objective func-
tion(Equation 3.2).
2: Determine stopping based on the stopping probability(Equation 3.3) for the
target dimension
3: if Stop then
4: Start pushing on the Secondary CAN and find the best candidate.
5: Select the best candidate with minimum score (Equation 3.4) among neighbors
on the Primary CAN.
6: if A candidate in the Secondary CAN exists then
7: Pick the run node from the Secondary CAN.
8: else
9: Pick the run node from the Primary CAN.
10: end if
11: else
12: Push the job to the target node.
13: end if
F (C) is the score function for node C, which is computed as its core utilization
divided by its CPU speed. The node with minimum score is chosen as the run node
among all the candidate nodes, encoding a preference for more lightly utilized nodes
with faster CPUs. Algorithm 1 outlines the job pushing procedure for the Dual-
CAN. For the Balloon Model, when the job stops probabilistically at node C, we
search only the CAN neighbors and their Balloons from node C and select the best
node among them. In this case, a Balloon will be preferred, because a Balloon will
start running the job immediately since it has adequate available resources.
3.1.5 Model Comparison
One of the main di"erences between the two models is the overheads imposed.
In the Dual-CAN model, additional overhead consists of Residue-node join mes-
sages, Residue-node leave messages, Secondary CAN maintenance messages, and
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job-pushing in the Secondary CAN. This additional cost incurred by the Secondary
CAN is proportional to the total number of nodes in the CAN - the total cost to
maintain the Secondary CAN is less than that of the Primary CAN because the
Secondary CAN has fewer nodes than the Primary CAN. On the other hand, the
Balloon model has much lower overhead than the Dual-CAN. For example, the cost
to insert a new Balloon is the cost of CAN routing to the coordinate in the CAN,
and the cost to remove a Balloon is a single message. On the contrary, the cost
for join and leave operations for a Residue-node in the Secondary CAN is a zone
split or take-over as in the conventional CAN. A more significant di"erence is CAN
maintenance costs. For the Balloon Model, that cost is just a periodic one-way
heartbeat message per Balloon to the node it is attached to. In the Dual-CAN
scheme, by comparison, Residue-nodes in the Secondary CAN exchange heartbeat
messages periodically with CAN neighbors.
The matchmaking cost for the two models is also not the same. When prob-
abilistic stopping occurs, searching for a Residue-node in the Dual-CAN is a global
operation, because the Dual-CAN algorithm can traverse the entire Secondary CAN
in the worst case. However, the Balloon Model searches for appropriate Balloons
only among nodes that are one or two routing hops away from where stopping hap-
pens, so the search area is limited(local operation). Therefore there is a trade-o"
between performance and cost between the two models.
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3.2 Parameterized Prediction Model for Resource Contention
3.2.1 Contention Penalty in Multi-core Nodes
One of the unresolved issues in multi-core computing is the performance e"ects
from having two or more jobs running simultaneously, on di"erent cores, in the same
node. If two jobs frequently access a shared resource, such as cache or memory, or
have large memory bandwidth requirements, one job may have to wait while another
job is accessing memory. This contention for memory or other shared resources
increases job running time compared to running a single job on a node. However,
instead of trying to build a theoretical model for the expected job running time
taking contention for shared resources into account, we employ an empirical model.
The most important observation is that if two (or more) jobs running on the same
node are both memory- or I/O-intensive, they will likely have longer running times
than when run in isolation.
To measure worst case contention e"ects, we use the STREAM benchmark [29]
to run multiple memory-intensive jobs on a multi-core machine. STREAM was
originally developed to measure node memory bandwidth, so it runs highly memory-
intensive jobs and measures average memory bandwidth and job running time. We
conducted an experiment on a dual 6-core processors Linux machine running a
version 2.6.18 kernel, with two AMD Opteron 6168 CPUs running at 1.9GHz with
32GB memory. We used the Linux taskset command to enable running a job on
a specific core. First, we run a single STREAM job on one core of the multi-core
machine and leave other cores idle. Second, we run multiple STREAM jobs at the
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same time, one on each core, to measure memory bandwidth and overall elapsed
time. Table 3.1 shows the normalized running time on a multi-core machine. The
normalized running time is the running time for multiple jobs (with contention)
divided by the running time for a single job (no contention). We changed the number
of jobs from 2 to 6 in a single multi-core CPU to see the behavior of the slow down
under contention e"ect. In addition, we launched 12 jobs on the two 6-core CPUs
(6 jobs in each CPU) to see the worst case in a single machine. The results show
that multiple extremely memory-intensive jobs on the multi-core node increase job
running time by a linear factor in the number of concurrent jobs in the worst case.
For example, a STREAM Copy operation takes 35% longer when 2 copies are run,
one on each core, and 73% longer when 4 copies are run. On average, the running
time for the STREAM benchmarks running on multi-core cores is approximately
(1 + n # 0.175) times longer than for running only on a single core, where n is the
number of concurrent jobs and less than or equal to the number of cores. Note
that this is a worst case scenario for contention (in this case to shared memory),
so cannot be directly generalized to a more diverse workload. A similar finding is
presented in a paper by Weinberg and Snavely [30]. They measured the slowdowns
of memory intensive benchmark tests varying the number of concurrent jobs in the
machine, and showed that the slowdown increases linearly according to the number
of concurrent jobs.
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2 4 6 12
Copy 1.3514 1.7318 1.9507 3.5064
Scale 1.3336 1.7120 1.9029 3.3285
Add 1.3547 1.7235 1.9096 3.5478
Triad 1.3665 1.7440 1.9417 3.5628
Average 1.3515 1.7278 1.9262 3.4864
Table 3.1: STREAM result: normalized running time (slow down) on a multi-core
machine
3.2.2 Experimental Results
Scientific applications that are the usual target for desktop grid computing are
often either CPU intensive or have mixed job requirements, with both large CPU
and memory requirements. One example of prior work on performance evaluation
for multi-core machines, by Alam et al. [31], performed scientific workload exper-
iments with multi-core processors. The authors ran common scientific benchmark
test programs, such as the NAS Parallel Benchmarks, the AMBER and LAMMPS
molecular dynamics simulators, and the POP (Parallel Ocean Program) climate
modeler in various environments using MPI (Message Passing Interface). From
their experiments in the case of a single MPI task running on a dual core node and
two MPI tasks running simultaneously on a dual core node, running time for two
tasks is higher by 3.8% to 27% (with a mean:10.97%) than for a single task.
We have run additional experiments with the SPEC CPU2006 integer bench-
mark suite [32] to measure contention e"ects in a multi-core node. The same ma-
chine (with two 6-core CPUs) used for the STREAM benchmark is used for this
experiment. We compared the running times for the entire suite for multiple cases,























Figure 3.4: Normalized Running Time vs. Number of Concurrent Jobs
12 copies on the node. We limit the number of concurrent jobs to the number of
cores in the node in this experiment. Figure 3.4 shows that the normalized running
time increases somewhat as the number of concurrent jobs increases. It shows that
running multiple computing-intensive jobs in a multi-core machine takes a little bit
longer (with a range of 2.5% to 15% ), but it is not changed a lot by the number
of concurrent jobs in the system. Similarly, the experimental result in the paper by
Weinberg and Snavely [30] shows that a small increase (approximately 2%) is added
to the running time for multiple concurrent computing intensive jobs scenario.
Combining the results of other researchers work and our experiments show that
the time penalty for running two tasks on a multi-core node due to contention can
be modeled as a constant (about 10% on average). The SPEC scientific workload is
extremely CPU intensive, but some performance penalty still occurs.
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3.2.3 New Prediction Model
From the experimental results in the previous section, we find that most scien-
tific jobs using multiple cores in a multi-core node run a constant factor longer than
when using only a single core, and that a memory intensive job contending with
other jobs on a multi-core node may incur a penalty of up to a constant multiplied
by number of jobs compared to running alone, in the worst case 1. Therefore, we
have built a mathematical formulation for our multi-core performance prediction
based on these results. First, if a job is not extremely memory intensive, the ex-
pected job running time increases by a constant p%, where p is determined from
the earlier experimental result as approximately 10%. On the other hand, if a job is
memory intensive, we model a heavier contention penalty. If a job has large memory
requirement, it is very likely to be memory intensive. In the extreme case, if the sum
of the memory requirements for all jobs running on the node is close to the physical
memory size of the node, it is likely that there will be frequent contention for access
to memory, and frequent contention leads to longer job running times. Therefore,
in the worst case, the job running takes longer by (1 + n # SDR) times where n is
the number of concurrent jobs and SDR (Slow Down Ratio) is a constant which is
equivalent to the maximum additional running time due to contention e"ects.
Suppose that there is a multi-core machine that has shared resources Ri for
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k, where k is the number of shared resources. Also assume there
1Some CPUs use hyper-threaded architectures [33, 34, 35] to maximize throughput of multi-
threaded applications. A hyper-threaded architecture can also have contention e!ects on the
internal shared caches in the CPU. However, our matchmaking model assumes that each thread
in the user’s job is run on a di!erent physical core so we do not take hyper-threading techniques
into account in this contention prediction model.
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are n $ 1 jobs already running on the node. If the node is assigned a new job and
runs it, the total amount of the i-th shared resource that is used becomes Ci. We
compute the expected running time ratio of the multi-core over the single-core base
case, called !. If the new job is not shared-resource intensive, ! = 1 + p where p
is the slow-down penalty factor for a general application. If the new job is shared-




is a factor to adjust the steepness of the curve in the worst case performance region
(see Figure 3.5). If m is large, the worst case performance region would be small
but steep. If m is small, the extreme area is more broad, but not steep. Considering
CPU intensive and shared-resource intensive cases, ! is defined in Equation 3.5.




The total penalty #, the increased running time for all jobs because of running
the new job, is shown in Equation 3.6.




The discount factor " is equal to 1/(1+#). It is used to discount the Residue-
node in the Balloon Model so that a Balloon has lower priority than a normal node
for job assignment. Figure 3.5 shows the expected running time ratio ! with respect
to Ci. If Ci becomes close to Ri, the running time will increase drastically, up to
1+n#SDR times that of running a job all by itself using a single core of the multi-
core node. Though this prediction model is based on the experimental results, a
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Figure 3.5: Expected running time ratio ! with respect to shared resource usage
new model can predict more accurate result. However, our matchmaking framework




To experiment with a P2P desktop environment e!ciently, our simulation uses
synthetic workload and resource events. We generated a sequence of events that are
composed of node joins, node departures (both voluntary and from failure), and
job submissions. Events are generated with the intervals between events having a
Poisson distribution with arrival rate # .
Nodes and Jobs Each node and job is assigned a resource capability or re-
quirement, including CPU speed, memory space, disk space, and the number of
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cores/processors We generated a node profile where a high percentage of nodes have
relatively low resource capability and a low percentage of nodes have high resource
capability. In addition, our simulations use both clustered and mixed workloads and
node capabilities to support various scenarios. A clustered scenario means that a
small number of distinct sets of computing nodes or jobs exist in the Grid. Within
each set, all nodes or job capabilities are equivalent, but nodes or jobs di"er between
sets. Mixed workloads have resource capabilities randomly selected so the node or
job makeup of the simulation is heterogeneous. Thus, we can have clustered or
mixed nodes as well as clustered or mixed jobs.
Each job has an expected running time that has average time T and is ran-
domly selected and uniformly distributed between 0.5T and 1.5T . For these simu-
lations, we set T to 3600 seconds (1 hour). However, our matchmaking algorithm
is not aware of a job’s expected running time while most parallel job scheduling
algorithms assume that expected job execution time or wall time is known in ad-
vance, and utilize job execution time information in their job scheduling algorithm.
In addition, if a node running a job has CPU speed faster than the CPU speed
requested for the job, job running time is then shorter than the expected running
time. We adjust the modeled job running time to take into account the speedup
obtained by running on a faster than required node. In addition to this speed-up
for CPU speed, we compute the job completion time by multiplying the expected
running time by the variable ! computed as described in Section 3.2, to emulate
contention in a multi-core node. Finally, the communication delay between nodes
for each message sent between nodes is generated from an exponential distribution
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with an average of 50 milliseconds. For our multi-core model, we used 0.1 for the
multi-core slow-down penalty p, and set the factor for the curve shape (m) to 4. We
ran many simulations varying these parameters, and the results were always similar
to those shown below.
An important feature of our simulation study is that we focus on steady-state
performance, where the system job arrival and completion rates are approximately
the same during the simulation period measured. In our simulation, in the steady
state there are an average of 1000 nodes in the system, and we measure the match-
making performance for submitting 5000 jobs with various job inter-arrival periods
that depend on the workload, including whether they are clustered or mixed, and
heavily or lightly constrained.
Comparison Models For comparison purposes, we also test a greedy centralized
matchmaking scheme that would be very expensive to implement for a real decen-
tralized Grid system, but gives some indication of the best performance possible
for an online matchmaking algorithm. The centralized matchmaker exploits the
current state in all the Grid nodes to assign jobs based on up-to-date global informa-
tion. However, the centralized matchmaker is still run online for a fair comparison
to the online decentralized algorithms. The centralized matchmaker is used only to
measure load balancing performance, and does not incur any cost to collect state
information from the nodes or to match jobs to the nodes. It uses a greedy job
allocation policy that selects the fastest CPU with minimum load among nodes that

























Figure 3.6: Cumulative distributions for Job Turn-around time
a policy on over-provisioning to our centralized matchmaker. We will discuss the
relationship between performance and over-provisioning in the last paragraph of the
Section 3.3.2.
A second simulation model we compare against deploys Multiple Peers(MP)
on a single node, each responsible for one CPU/core and an equal fraction of the
other node resources. MP is the core scheme of Condor’s current strategy for multi-
core nodes[28]. We run one peer per core and statically and equally partition all
other shared resources. Note that MP cannot accommodate some jobs that have
large resource requirements (even though a whole node may be able to do so), nor
can MP accommodate multi-threaded jobs that require multiple cores.
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3.3.2 Experimental Results
Completeness The first experiment compares the Dual-CAN and Balloon models
against the Multiple Peers (MP) scheme. Figure 3.6 shows the cumulative distribu-
tion of job turn-around time for the three systems. Job turn-around time is defined
as the time from when the job is injected into the system to when the job finishes
running on the node to which it was assigned. We submit only single-threaded jobs
to the system, to fit with the limited capability of MP. Each node has 1, 2, 4, or
8 cores. The total number of cores in the system with 1000 nodes is 1838, because
the nodes with fewer cores are more frequent in the node model used. As is seen in
Figure 3.6, Dual-CAN and Balloon can run all the jobs, but MP can run only about
80% of the jobs, because a job requiring a large amount of memory or disk space
may fail to find a node capable of running the job because the multi-core node’s
resources are statically partitioned. In Figure 3.6, we do not include such failed jobs
for MP. However, this comparison is somewhat unfair to the Dual-CAN and Balloon
algorithms and to MP, because MP runs fewer jobs and the unmatched jobs tend to
have high resource requirements, so the overall system load for MP is much lower
than for the other schemes. To compensate for system load di"erences, we also
show other results for Dual-CAN and Balloon (called Dual-CAN-L and Balloon-L,
respectively), which show only the jobs that are capable of being run with MP. In
Figure 3.6, Balloon-L and Dual-CAN-L show competitive performance to MP, when
measuring job turn-around time.













































































(b) Total volume of messages per minute
Figure 3.7: Costs of Dual-CAN, Balloon and MP
The cost metrics are the number of messages and the total volume of messages. In
Figure 3.7, the overall cost for MP is significantly higher than for the other schemes.
For example, the total number of messages for MP is 90% larger than for Balloon.
The reason for the higher cost for MP is related to the number of peers in the
system. The largest portion of the total overhead is CAN maintenance messages
that neighbors exchange periodically. The total number of heartbeat messages is
proportional to the number of peers in the system, so MP sends more messages
because it has more peers (one per core, instead of one per node). As we discussed
in Section 3.1.5, the overhead for Dual-CAN is higher than for Balloon (about
30% more messages and 60% total message volume). The results imply that the
Balloon model has a cost advantage compared to Dual-CAN. In this experiment,
MP cannot accommodate a job with large resource requirements, even though there
exists a capable node in the system (lack of Completeness). Furthermore, MP has
significantly higher overhead compared to our two models (lack of Low-overhead).





















































































(d) Mixed Node/Mixed Job
Figure 3.8: Cumulative Distributions of the Job Waiting Time
in the rest of experiments.
Load Balancing Figure 3.8 shows load balancing performance for our two schemes,
comparing against the centralized matchmaker. We experiment with di"erent sce-
narios - clustered or mixed nodes, clustered or mixed jobs, and lightly or heavily
constrained jobs. In this experiment both single- and multi-threaded jobs are sub-
mitted. Figure 3.8 shows results for four di"erent scenarios. Note that the starting
point for the y-axis in the graphs is 90%, not 0, to better illustrate the di"erences
between the matchmaking schemes. Overall, the performance of the three schemes
is not much di"erent in measuring job waiting time. These results show that our two

























































































(b) Volume of messages per node per minute
Figure 3.9: Costs for Dual-CAN, Balloon and Vanilla CAN
to a centralized matchmaker. Comparing our two algorithms, Dual-CAN achieves
better performance than Balloon, as we discussed in Section 3.1.5
On the other hand, the overhead for the Dual-CAN is noticeably larger than
for Balloon, as seen in Figure 3.9. The left graph in Figure 3.9 shows the average
number of messages per node per minute, and the right graph shows the average
volume of messages per node per minute. The cost for Balloon is very competitive
with the cost of the vanilla single CAN. However, for example, the additional cost in
message volume for the Dual-CAN is about 7%. There is therefore a trade-o" in the
cost and performance between the two schemes. Overall, Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9
show that our two decentralized schemes both balance job load well, and do not add
significant overhead. Because the clustered node/clustered job scenario is a common
but most di!cult for our matchmaking algorithm [19, 25], we will show the result
of clustered scenarios in later sections.
Performance vs. System Load To see the performance under di"erent system
























Figure 3.10: Snapshots of number of jobs in the system varying job inter-arrival
time
3 seconds. As we discussed, we focus on the steady-state performance characteristics
so changing job inter-arrival time should change system loads e"ectively. Figure 3.10
shows snapshots of the number of existing (running or waiting) jobs in the total
system over the entire simulation. Note that the period from the start to 10000
seconds is the bootstrap time, so all node join the system but no jobs are inserted
until 10000 seconds. In this Figure, the short (2 seconds) inter-arrival time can
increase system load e"ectively in the steady-state.
Figure 3.11 presents the job wait time distributions varying the job inter-arrival
time. Though the average job wait time as well as the number of non-zero wait-
ing time jobs increases when the inter-arrival time is short (2 seconds), the overall
matchmaking performance of Dual-CAN or Balloon algorithm is competitive with


































































































































Figure 3.12: CDF of Normalized Job wait time varying Inter-arrival Time
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solute job wait time distribution, we plot the relative job wait time distribution in
Figure 3.12. The relative (normalized) job wait time is defined as the absolute value
of job running time divided by the job execution time. As our matchmaking algo-
rithm is oblivious to the job execution time, the trend of the result in Figure 3.12 is
very similar to that of Figure 3.11. Through Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12, we con-
clude that load balancing performance of our matchmaking algorithm is competitive
to the on-line centralized matchmaker.
Performance vs. Job Constraint Ratio A job’s requirements for the continuous
resource types may be omitted (meaning any amount of that resource is acceptable).
We define the job constraint ratio as the probability that each continuous resource
type for a job is specified for a given input stream of jobs. A higher job constraint
ratio (called heavily constrained jobs) makes matchmaking more di!cult, as highly-
specified jobs are more di!cult to match to nodes since fewer nodes will meet the
specification. We conducted our experiments varying job constraint ratio from 30%
to 70% to see how the performance changes with the job constraint ratio.
Figure 3.13 shows the cumulative distribution of the absolute job wait times,
and Figure 3.14 presents the normalized job wait time distribution (i.e. the ab-
solute job wait time divided by job running time). Both figures show that our
two approaches matchmaking performance is competitive to the centralized match-
maker, though a few jobs with Dual-CAN scheme have relatively long wait times
when the job constraint ratio is high (70%). When the matchmaking decision be-
























































































































































Figure 3.15: Snapshots of number of jobs in the system varying job inter-arrival
time
with higher load because our peer-to-peer based matchmaking algorithm relies on
local search. In this case, dynamic job scheduling based on job migration among
neighbor nodes can mitigate this problem [36, 37, 38].
Job Running Time Distribution So far we used workload with uniformly dis-
tributed job running time. In this simulation, we vary the job running time distri-
bution. We use both normal distribution and an exponential distribution for job
running time. Both distributions have the same average value (1 hour) as the uni-
form distribution. Figure 3.15 shows the job running time distributions for each
case. We compare load balancing performance of three di"erent workloads.
Figure 3.16 shows cumulative distribution of the absolute job wait times for
three job running time distributions. Overall, the performance of Dual-CAN and
Balloon model is competitive to that of the centralized matchmaker, regardless of

































































Figure 3.16: CDF of Job wait time under di"erent job running time distribution
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distribution shows a longer tail in the graph (a few jobs show long wait times) than
the others. Since variation of job running time for the exponential distribution is
larger, some jobs show longer wait times even though they must only wait for a single
job to complete. Dynamic load balancing techniques [36, 37, 38] can e"ectively
handle this situation because they can modify job allocation using the dynamic
load situation. In conclusion, this experiment shows that our two matchmaking
algorithms show competitive performance to the centralized approach with di"erent
workload characteristics.
Over-provisioning e!ects in the Centralized Matchmaker Our centralized
matchmaker is an on-line algorithm to maximize CPU utilization based on global
load information in the system. Since the centralized matchmaker has more infor-
mation compared to our peer-to-peer approach, it may have more candidate run
nodes for each given job during the matchmaking process. However, selecting the
most capable node as a run-node cannot guarantee optimal performance because
this over-provisioning can increase the wait time of future incoming jobs that have
high resource requirements. Therefore, some restrictions to avoid over-provisioning
can be added to the centralized matchmaker to get better performance.
Figure 3.17 shows the load balancing performance of the centralized match-
maker, limiting the resource provisioning ratio. In this figure, “Central-MM” de-
notes the basic approach without any restrictions on over-provisioning, whereas
“Central-MM-1.1” means that over-provisioning is limited to 10%. Therefore, a
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Figure 3.17: Over-provisioning e"ect in Centralized Matchmaker
that when the centralized matchmaker has some restrictions on over-provisioning,
the load balancing performance is better than for the basic centralized matchmaker.
In addition, tighter restriction on over-provisioning can improve the total system
performance in this experiment. We use the most restricted centralized match-
maker (with ratio of 1.1) for the experiments in this Chapter so that we can get
some hints about the maximum performance bound for our peer-to-peer approach.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we describe a new decentralized resource management frame-
work for exploiting multi-core nodes in a P2P grid system. The key innovation is
to use distinct logical nodes to represent the static and dynamic aspects of node
utilization. We have developed two resource management schemes, the Dual-CAN
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and Balloon models, and present an e!cient matchmaking scheme. In addition,
we present a new analytic running time model for concurrent jobs in multi-core
environments.
Our experimental results show that both models perform comparably with
a centralized matchmaker. Dual-CAN is able to achieve better matchmaking per-
formance in some environments because it does a better job of exploiting residual
capacity in multi-core nodes. However, the Balloon Model adds less overhead; Dual-
CAN significantly increases both the number and volume of messages. Both models
are more e"ective than the static Multiple Peers approach at running combinations
of jobs with both large and small resource requirements.
However, these techniques are optimized for symmetric multi-core nodes en-
vironments, but cannot be straightforwardly extended to more heterogeneous en-
vironments where nodes have multiple computing elements of di"erent types. The
next chapter shows how to deal with such heterogeneity.
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Chapter 4
Supporting Computing Element Heterogeneity
In this chapter, we present our new resource management framework and
the techniques that allow us to exploit multiple computing elements with di"erent
performance characteristics. We first describe how our CAN-based matchmaking
framework can be extended to express various types of heterogeneous resources,
and then discuss additional mechanisms to deal with multiple resource types and
di"erent performance of computing elements. Second, we show how to make these
decentralized scheduling decisions e!ciently. Directly extending our prior match-
making framework described in Chapter 2 to handle diverse computing elements can
add greatly to the communication costs incurred by the underlying DHT. We de-
scribe a set of mechanisms that limit communication cost growth without sacrificing
failure resilience, one of the key advantages of P2P systems.
4.1 Resource Management for Heterogeneity
4.1.1 Accommodating Heterogeneous Nodes
We first address the target heterogeneous environment and the system model.
A node in a grid can have multiple computing elements (CEs), and the node can
run multiple, independent multi-threaded jobs concurrently. A CE is a physically
separated unit within a grid node, and contains a set of cores which are mainly
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used for computation, such as a CPU, a GPGPU, or other types of special-purpose
computing processors. In addition, the CEs can be of di"erent types, so that their
performance characteristics can vary greatly. Each CE can have independent re-
source capabilities, so expressing the various resource capabilities in a compact way
can be challenging.
Now we discuss how to extend our existing CAN-based matchmaking frame-
work for the heterogeneous environment in detail. For symmetric multi-core nodes,
we use a 5-dimensional CAN to represent node’s resource capabilities; the 5 di-
mensions are CPU clock speed, memory size, disk space and the number of cores,
plus a random virtual dimension to distinguish nodes that are identical in resource
capabilities. To advertise heterogeneous nodes in the CAN, we need additional di-
mensions to specify di"erent CEs and other resources that are dedicated to those
CEs. For example, if a machine has two GPUs (di"erent CEs) in addition to a
CPU, the additional required dimensions are 2 (for the two new CEs) # 3 (GPU
Clock Speed, GPU Memory, number of GPU cores) = 6, so the total number of
CAN dimensions required is 11 1. If a grid system has more heterogeneous types of
nodes, the CAN will need even more dimensions to manage heterogeneity e"ectively.
However, adding more dimensions to the CAN can incur significant system costs,
which may be a potential bottleneck to system scalability. We will discuss those
costs vs. the number of dimensions in the next section. However, even after we
add more dimensions to the CAN, several other issues must be considered because
1As for the CPU resource description, the GPU clock speed can be replaced with other metrics
such as FLOPs. In addition, memory bandwidth or latency in the GPU card can also be included
in the performance metric for e!ective matchmaking [39, 40]. Section 4.2 presents how to deal
with a large number of resource attributes due to this heterogeneity in the system.
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of the multiplicity of CEs in the heterogeneous nodes, as described in the following
sections.
4.1.2 Job Pushing for a Heterogeneous System
As we described in Section 2.3, job pushing is a mechanism to improve load
balance by pushing jobs to less loaded regions in the CAN. To balance load across
nodes, at each step in the matchmaking process the pushing algorithm first looks
for a free-node among the neighbors of the current node. If the algorithm finds a
free-node, this free-node will be the node to run the job. Otherwise the job will
be pushed to the least-loaded region in the CAN until a free-node is found or the
job stops probabilistically. We now discuss all steps involved in pushing jobs in
heterogeneous environments.
Acceptable node An acceptable node is a node that can start a job’s execution
without waiting. A heterogeneous node can have multiple CEs, so even if one or
more CEs of a node are busy running jobs, other CEs may be idle and ready to
begin another job’s execution. Therefore, we can use an acceptable node instead
of a free-node to run a job. A node can be regarded as an acceptable node or not
depending on the node’s resource availability and a job’s requirements, while a free-
node is always a free-node regardless of a job’s requirements. Therefore, the first
part of the job pushing process for heterogeneous environments should be changed
to look for an acceptable node instead of a free-node.
Dedicated vs. Non-dedicated CE A multi-core CPU can run multiple jobs on
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separate cores concurrently; in this case, running multiple jobs can cause contention
e"ects, which may degrade each core’s performance significantly. We will call this
type of CE a non-dedicated CE since it can run multiple jobs at the same time and
multiple jobs may contend for shared resources in the CE. We previously described
a performance prediction model for contention e"ects on non-dedicated CEs by
interpolating experimental results 3. However, current GPUs (e.g., Nvidia Tesla)
can run only a single job at a time (the next version of Nvidia GPUs will run multiple
simultaneous jobs, but it is not yet available). We call this type of CE a dedicated
CE. Note that a dedicated CE cannot run multiple jobs simultaneously, but can run
a single multi-threaded job.
To see contention e"ects between CPUs and GPUs, we use SHOC (Scalable
Heterogeneous Computing) benchmark suite [41], and measure the running time
under various configurations and testsuits. We use 2-CPU/2-GPU machines for the
experiment. Generally the jobs to use GPU need a set of a core in a CPU (for
threads control) and many-cores in a GPU card (for computation). Because GPUs
in the test machine are dedicated CE, we can execute a single task on a GPU card
at a time, but we can run multiple jobs on di"erent cores in a CPU. We measured
the running times 1) when a single job runs, 2) when two jobs run on di"erent GPUs
and on di"erent CPUs, and 3) when two jobs run on di"erent GPUs but on di"erent
cores in a single CPU. Table 4.1 shows the execution times of the case 2) and 3)
normalized by the case 1). From this experiment, we have found that there were no
contention e"ects between separate CEs. Our matchmaking algorithm takes those
contention e"ects into account for heterogeneous systems.
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Table 4.1: Normalized Running Times
Dominant CE If a job needs multiple CEs for its execution, the job may require
multiple resource types for each di"erent CE. However, most applications target a
specific CE as their main computational resource, and use other CEs as secondary
resources. We call this main CE the dominant CE of the job. For example, a job
using the CUDA library may require a CPU and a GPU, but the CPU is used to
control multiple threads in the GPU and the majority of the computation is done
on the GPU. In this example, the GPU is the dominant CE for the job. Therefore,
matchmaking for such jobs taking into account the dominant CE’s requirements first
may be the best way to maximize performance and balance loads evenly because
the job’s execution time is determined by the performance of its dominant CE. The
dominant CE should be determined by the user who develops and submits the job,
because the user has the best knowledge about which CE type is the most heavily
used during job execution. The current matchmaking framework considers the single
dominant CE case for this study. However, some applications use multiple CE types
heavily [39]. In this case, the user can describe multiple dominant CEs along with
weights for their expected resource usage, and the matchmaking algorithm can be
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extended to use this weighted load information to choose the job pushing direction.
Job Assignment Policy If there are multiple nodes capable of running a job, we
must select the best candidate as the node to run the job. The first choice is to
choose a free-node. An acceptable node (but not a free-node) is ranked lower for
selection than a free-node because such an assignment can incur contention e"ects,
increasing job turnaround time. If we cannot find an acceptable node, we choose
the node that minimizes a score function we now describe, that is based on the job’s
dominant CE. Let C denote the type of the job’s dominant CE, and CE(N, C)
denote the C type of CE in node N . The score function for CE(N, C) is defined
as the core utilization divided by the clock speed of CE(N, C). If CE(N, C) is
a dedicated CE, then the core utilization of CE(N, C) is the number of running
and queued jobs (Equation 4.1). If CE(N, C) is a non-dedicated CE, the core
utilization of CE(N, C) is the required cores for running and waiting jobs divided
by the number of cores in CE(N, C) (Equation 4.2). These score functions prefer
the least utilized node for the dominant CE type, relative to its CE clock speed.









Based on the discussed job assignment policy so far, the complete algorithm
for matchmaking and job pushing for heterogeneous environments is described in
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Algorithm 2. The job pushing procedure for heterogeneous nodes is not significantly
di"erent from the job pushing for multicore nodes 1, but the equations inside the
algorithm are changed to be optimized for the heterogeneous environment. The









In Equation 4.3, FD(N, C) is the objective function for the neighbor node N along
dimension D in terms of type of CE C, and AID(N, C) is aggregated load informa-
tion for node N ’s CE C. In Equation 4.4, P (N) is the probability to stop at node
N , and SF is the stopping factor, which is a parameter used to adjust the stopping
probability [25]. AITD(N) is the aggregated load information at node N along the
chosen dimension TD.
Now we can perform matchmaking for heterogeneous nodes and jobs using the
job pushing algorithm, which we will show balances load well. A remaining issue is
the cost of the algorithm; we discuss cost and scalability in the next section.
4.2 Scalable Support for Heterogeneity
Increasing the number of dimensions in the CAN to represent additional re-
source requirements gives an e"ective method to match jobs to resources and bal-
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Algorithm 2 Job Pushing for Heterogeneous jobs
1: Route the job in the CAN to the node whose zone contains the job’s coordinate.
2: while run-node not found do
3: Find an acceptable node(s) among neighbors.
4: if Found an acceptable node(s) then
5: if Found a free-node(s) among acceptable nodes then
6: Pick the free-node with the fastest clock speed for the job’s dominant
CE.
7: else




11: Choose a target node and dimension to minimize the objective function
(Equation 4.3).
12: Determine stopping based on the probability (Equation 4.4) for the target
dimension.
13: if Stop then
14: Select the node with minimum score (Equation 4.1, 4.2) among neighbors.
15: else




ance load across heterogeneous nodes. However, additional dimensions can result in
higher communication costs in the CAN, mainly from heartbeat messages between
neighboring CAN nodes to maintain connectivity, making the CAN less scalable.
In this section, we begin with a cost analysis for the existing system with the orig-
inal CAN, and suggest two approaches to reduce costs and improve scalability for
heterogeneous nodes.
4.2.1 Maintenance Cost Analysis
As we discussed in Section 4.1.1, the CAN must be extended to accommodate
























Figure 4.3: Worst Case for Compact Heartbeat
more overhead. We have two major metrics to measure costs over a fixed time period;
the number of messages per node and the volume of messages per node. Therefore,
we need to evaluate the relationship between the number of CAN dimensions and
those costs, across all nodes in the system.
Suppose that the existing CAN, called the vanilla CAN to distinguish it from
the enhanced CAN that is the subject of this chapter, contains d dimensions to
express resource capabilities. The average number of neighbors per node in the CAN
is proportional to the number of dimensions, since each node must keep information
about at least two neighbors (one in each direction) along each dimension. Also, the
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number of heartbeat messages for a node is proportional to its number of neighbors,
because heartbeat messages are sent periodically by a node. Therefore, the number
of messages per node per minute is proportional to the number of dimensions (O(d)).
However, the volume of messages is proportional to the square of the number
of dimensions (O(d2)). In the vanilla CAN, each heartbeat message must contain
all the neighbor information from the sender, since complete neighbor information
is needed to take over a CAN zone that is vacated when a node leaves the system
voluntarily or fails, to continue to be able to route in the CAN DHT. Therefore,
each heartbeat message size is proportional to the average number of neighbors of
a node, so is proportional to the number of dimensions, O(d). Thus, the average
message volume per node per minute is O(d) # O(d) = O(d2). This cost analysis
can also be applied to the algorithm in the original CAN [11] because the original
CAN also exchanges heartbeat messages with complete neighbor information.
On the other hand, the neighbor information can be used not only for recover-
ing from nodes leaving the system, but also can be used to recover a node’s broken
links, as shown in Figure 4.1. A broken link means that a node has missing neighbor
information along an edge of its zone, even though some node already owns the zone
on the other side of that edge. For example, node A in Figure 4.1 can receive node
B’s information from node C’s heartbeat message (since C is also a neighbor of B),
so node A can fix the broken link using node C’s heartbeat message.
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4.2.2 Compact Heartbeat
As was discussed in Chapter 2, each dimension in the CAN represents a node
resource capability. Therefore, the coordinates for a node can never be changed,
except along the virtual dimension. A node’s zone in the CAN must include the
node’s coordinate, so we cannot always split a zone into equal sized zones along a
dimension when it is partitioned for a node join operation, as is done for example in a
quad-tree spatial data structure. The CAN partitioning algorithm is similar to that
of a distributed KD-tree in a d-dimensional space, so a node should maintain its own
zone split history, to enable proper zone take-over operations when a neighbor leaves
the system voluntarily or fails, to maintain the CAN tree-like structure. Therefore,
the take-over node for a given node is predetermined by the leaving/failing node’s
split history. For example, as seen in Figure 4.2, suppose that the split is done
vertically first, and later splits are done horizontally. In this situation, node A and
node C are take-over nodes for each other, and nodes B and D take over each other’s
zone if one of the nodes leaves the system or fails.
Since take-over node information is predetermined, that provides a way to
reduce heartbeat message size, because the neighbor information in a heartbeat
update is mainly used for take-over operations. We propose a heartbeat messaging
scheme with smaller messages, called compact heartbeat, that sends full neighbor
information in a heartbeat message only to the take-over nodes for the node sending
the heartbeat (there can be more than one for some CAN configurations), while other
neighbors receive only aggregated load information from the sender node. Compact
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heartbeats reduce message size in most situations, since the number of take-over
nodes is usually small, so that average message volume per node reduces to O(d).
However, in the worst case, the size of the compact heartbeat message is still O(d2),
as shown in Figure 4.3. Node A has many neighbors and all its neighbors are take-
over nodes, so node A has to send O(n) messages to all its neighbors (where n is the
number of neighbors), and a message has to include all neighbor information, so is of
size O(n), because all receiving nodes are take-over nodes. Therefore the messaging
cost for the worst case can be O(n2), but it is very unlikely that this situation will
happen to many nodes in the CAN, so the expected heartbeat message volume is
O(d).
Using compact heartbeat can reduce overhead costs, while still providing the
same resilience to failure as the vanilla CAN, as long as there are no simultaneous
events in the system. Such events include node joins, node leaves (voluntarily) and
node failures. We have used this assumption (no simultaneous events in a heartbeat
period) in our previous work to argue for the completeness of our CAN algorithm.
In fact, the original CAN algorithms also assumed no simultaneous events locally
to ensure correctness. Therefore, our compact heartbeat scheme achieves the same
level of failure resilience as the vanilla CAN, but can greatly reduce message costs,
making compact heartbeats a more scalable solution.
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4.2.3 Adaptive Heartbeat
While we can assume that there will be no simultaneous events in the CAN
in theory, in practice we get no such guarantee. Therefore, we must evaluate the
failure resilience of our system under more general assumptions, namely that there
may be multiple events in a heartbeat interval among neighbors in the CAN. If
simultaneous events happen in adjacent CAN nodes, those events can create broken
links for a node. As we discussed earlier, the redundant neighbor information in
the vanilla CAN can fix the broken links. However, compact heartbeat messaging
cannot recover from the broken link unless a take-over node’s heartbeat happens
to include the missing neighbor information for the broken link. In that case, the
vanilla CAN is more resilient to failure than with compact heartbeats.
We propose an adaptive heartbeat scheme to improve failure resilience with
compact heartbeat. Adaptive heartbeat is an on-demand update mechanism that
is added to compact heartbeat. In the adaptive heartbeat scheme, nodes exchange
heartbeats using the compact heartbeat scheme under normal circumstances. How-
ever, when a node detects a broken link on one of its edges, the node broadcasts a
full-update request to all neighbors. A node that receives a full-update request re-
sponds to the requesting node with full neighbor information, to help the requesting
node recover from the broken link. For example, in Figure 4.1, if node A finds a
broken link towards node B, then node A sends a full-update request to node C and
node D. Node C responds to node A with information about node B so that node






Number of Messages O(d) O(d) O(d)
Volume of Messages O(d2) close to O(d) close to O(d)
Error Resiliency
(without simultaneous events)







Table 4.2: Comparison Summary of Vanilla CAN, Compact Heartbeat and Adaptive
Heartbeat
failure resilient as vanilla CAN in many cases, but the cost for adaptive heartbeat
is nearly as low as for compact heartbeat. Table 4.2 is a summary of asymptotic
analysis of vanilla CAN, compact heartbeat, and adaptive heartbeat. Note that cost
representation is normalized (per node per minute), so it just shows the relationship
between the cost and the number of dimension (=d). In the next section we present
simulation results comparing the three approaches.
4.3 Experimental Results
We present two sets of experimental results. The first shows the performance
of our matchmaking and load balancing scheme for heterogeneous environments.
We have compared job wait times with an online centralized matchmaker to con-
firm that our decentralized solution is comparable in performance to a centralized
approach. The other experiment shows the scalability and failure resilience of our
heterogeneous solution. We describe a set of experiments that varies the number
of nodes and the number of CAN dimensions to measure overall system costs and
compare the costs of our two approaches with the vanilla CAN.
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4.3.1 Load Balancing Performance
Setup
In this simulation, we used an event driven simulator described in Section 3.3
Our simulation scenario contains 1000 heterogeneous nodes, and 20,000 jobs are
submitted to those nodes. The simulations are executed on an 11-dimension CAN
as in the example in Section 4.1.1. Each node potentially has either a single- or
multi-core CPU (1, 2, 4 or 8 cores), and may include up to two di"erent types of
GPU. The resource characteristics for a CPU are CPU clock rate, memory size, disk
space, and number of cores. Each GPU has three characteristics: GPU clock rate,
GPU memory, and number of GPU cores. Therefore nodes in our experiments can
have up to 10 resource characteristics, although more dimensions could be added to
specify other types of resources, such as memory bandwidth [42], if users desired to
match on those resources.
The interval between individual job submissions follows a Poisson distribution,
and we vary the average inter-job arrival times in the experiments. The inter-
job arrival rate e"ectively determines average total system load since we run the
simulations in a steady-state environment. Each job has an expected running time
with an average value of 1 hour, uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 1.5 hours.
However, the simulated job execution time is scaled up or down by the corresponding
dominant CE’s clock speed, which is specified relative to a nominal clock speed.
For comparison purposes, we implemented a greedy online centralized sched-




























































































































Figure 4.5: CDF of Job wait time varying Job Constraint Ratio
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based on complete load information across all nodes. We also compare our new
approach against our previous work, which is oblivious to heterogeneous resources
(named can-hom). Because can-hom ignores various considerations described in
Section 4.1, job push decisions in can-hom can lead to a poor choice for a run-node,
since it is based on inaccurate aggregated information.
Load Balancing Performance
Figure 4.4 shows matchmaking and load balancing performance in the hetero-
geneous grid system compared to central and can-hom, where we vary average job
inter-arrival times from 2 seconds to 4 seconds. Lower job inter-arrival time means
a heavily loaded system, and higher job inter-arrival time results in a lightly loaded
system. The figure shows cumulative distributions for job wait times, where wait
time is measured from when a job is placed on a run-node after matchmaking to
when the job starts executing. Note that the Y axis starts at 80% to better see
the di"erence among the three matchmaking schemes. Overall, the performance
of the decentralized scheme is not much di"erent from the centralized solution, as
measured by job waiting time, regardless of job inter-arrival time. However, when
the system becomes more loaded, the performance gap between our heterogeneous
scheme (named can-het) and can-hom becomes larger. This means that can-hom
cannot balance load very well when the system gets heavily loaded.
Figure 4.5 shows load balancing performance versus job constraint ratio, i.e.,
load balance versus di!culty in matching jobs to nodes. The job constraint ratio
can also a"ect load balancing performance because a higher job constraint ratio
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makes the matchmaking problem more di!cult. Similar to the results for varying
job inter-arrival time, when the job constraint ratio is low (i.e. 40%), the three
schemes show similar performance, while higher job constraint ratios can lead can-
hom to misdirect jobs to heavily-loaded nodes. However, the heterogeneous scheme
shows performance competitive to the centralized matchmaker for all job constraint
ratios.
From these simulations, we confirm that our matchmaking and load balancing
performance is competitive to the online centralized matchmaker, and better than
the approach for homogeneous environments.
4.3.2 Scalability and Heterogeneous Resources
Setup
To test the scalability and failure resilience of our algorithms for heterogeneous
environments, we have experimented with 5, 8, 11 and 14 dimensional CANs with
500, 1000 and 2000 nodes, respectively. In the initial stage of each experiment, n
nodes join the system sequentially. After that, node join and node leave events
occur with equal probability, so that the number of nodes in the system converges
to a dynamic equilibrium. The time gap between events (join or leave) in the
second stage of the experiment is either longer than a heartbeat period (to ensure
no multiple simultaneous events), or shorter than a heartbeat period (to see the
e"ects of multiple simultaneous events). We ran simulations for the vanilla CAN,
with compact heartbeats, and with adaptive heartbeats for each configuration.
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Failure Resilience
To measure behavior in the presence of multiple simultaneous failures, we
tracked the number of broken links over time in the system at a given point in time.
First, we ran simulations for three approaches (vanilla CAN, compact heartbeat
and adaptive heartbeat) under the assumption that no multiple events occur in a
heartbeat period. No broken links occurred in the entire experiment for all three ap-
proaches in that case. This result shows that both compact and adaptive heartbeat
are failure-resilient just like vanilla CAN if no simultaneous events happen during a
heartbeat period.
We ran another set of experiments with multiple events within a heartbeat
period. This scenario implies high churn, meaning that nodes are joining and leaving
frequently, to the extent that failures (broken links) may not be repaired even by
the end of an experiment.
Figure 4.6 shows the change in the number of broken links over time for the 11-
dimensional CAN. Note that the X axis begins at 10000 seconds, because there are no
broken links in the initial part of the experiment. We see that the number of broken
links increases as time elapses, and then mostly levels out, because irreparable links
accumulate and these accumulated errors may cause additional failures. However,
all three schemes appear to have reached steady-state behavior.
The figure shows that: 1) vanilla CAN shows the most failure-resilience (mean-
ing the fewest broken links), 2) compact heartbeat is the least failure-resilient,
achieving its performance gains at the expense of approximately 70% more link


























Figure 4.6: Broken Links under high churn
failures than compact heartbeat, and performs very close to vanilla CAN. We have
conducted a number of experiments varying the parameters for this experiment with
qualitatively similar results.
We conclude that adaptive heartbeat is comparable in resilience to failure to
vanilla CAN even under high churn.
Scalability
As discussed in Section 4.2, we claim that our compact and adaptive heartbeat
schemes are more scalable than vanilla CAN, as measured by messaging costs. To
confirm this claim, we have conducted experiments with various numbers of nodes
and dimensions, and measured the costs for heartbeat messages. Figure 4.7 shows
the cost for varying numbers of nodes and CAN dimensions. Each sub-figure shows





































































(b) Size of Messages
Figure 4.7: Scalability, measured per node per minute
of CAN dimensions increases. Note that the number of messages and the volume
of messages in Figure 4.7 are average values (i.e., per node per minute). Each
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line shows the result of a set of configurations for each mechanism (vanilla CAN,
compact heartbeat, and adaptive heartbeat) and the number of nodes, denoted by
the number after the dash in the legend. For example, Vanilla-1000 denotes the
result for the vanilla CAN mechanism with 1000 nodes.
The number of messages per node per minute (Figure 4.7(a)) is proportional
to the number of dimensions because compact heartbeat reduces message length,
not the number of messages. Moreover, we can see that the adaptive heartbeat does
not incur additional overhead compared to compact heartbeat; in fact, it is di!cult
to tell the di"erences among the results from the three schemes. The results also
are mostly insensitive to the number of nodes in the system, since all messaging is
only to a node’s neighbors in the CAN.
In Figure 4.7(b), the message sizes for the vanilla CAN increase with O(d2),
but for compact and adaptive heartbeats show close to a linear increase, as expected.
The decreased message volume would become more important for even larger num-
bers of CAN dimensions, from additional node resource types. Thus our compact
and adaptive heartbeat algorithms are more scalable than the vanilla CAN. In ad-
dition, note that the message volume does not increase regardless of the number of




In this chapter, we propose a decentralized resource management and job
scheduling scheme that exploits diverse computing elements in heterogeneous envi-
ronments. By considering features of heterogeneous nodes, i.e., multiple, di"erent
types of computing elements in a single node, our solution e"ectively utilizes diverse
kinds of computing elements and provides an e!cient matchmaking technique to
satisfy numerous resource constraints due to heterogeneity. We have confirmed via
extensive simulations that our proposed scheme shows load balancing performance
competitive to an ideal centralized approach, and better than our prior approach
ignoring heterogeneity.
However, support for matchmaking jobs with many resource constraints in
heterogeneous environments can cause the overall system to scale poorly. We have
analyzed the system costs required to maintain the underlying CAN DHT, with
respect to the complexity of the job resource requirements and found that the mes-
saging cost is O(d2) in the number of dimensions for the existing system. We have
described more scalable solutions to reduce the costs to O(d) without sacrificing sys-
tem resilience to node failure. Via comprehensive simulations, we have shown that
our compact and adaptive heartbeat methods can greatly reduce message costs,




In this chapter, we describe a flexible resource discovery technique that ef-
fectively supports matchmaking for multi-attribute, range-based categorical con-
straints. Specifically, our approach accommodates cases where 1) a categorical re-
source attribute can be satisfied with multiple values as a form of disjunction (e.g.
OS == Ubuntu10.04 % 10.04.1 % 10.04.02 % 10.04.03 ), and 2) any values for a cat-
egorical attribute can satisfy the job (called a don’t care condition, e.g. OS == &,
for example, a job running on a Java virtual machine does not care about the op-
erating system). Second, we show that our approach is not very sensitive to stale
information under situations of high node churn by extensive simulations.
5.1 Range-type Search Algorithm
We describe our new approach for matching resources to jobs with range-based
categorical resource constraints. If we use a transform dimension(see Section 2.4)
for categorical type resources, jobs are routed to a specific sub-CAN first, so jobs
with range-type constraints for categorical resources cannot be distributed evenly
across sub-CANs. Our new approach di"ers from previous work in the use of only
a single CAN to represent both continuous and categorical resources. More specif-
ically, only continuous resource types are mapped onto CAN dimensions. Instead
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of using a transform dimension for categorical resource types, each node has a spe-
cific categorical identifier (CID) that encodes the node’s values for all categorical
resource types. Use of CIDs enables range-based searches and load balancing with
a straightforward and e!cient architecture.
5.1.1 ID-based Resource Representation
We first present how to represent a node’s (or job’s) categorical resources with
the CID method. Suppose that there is a (bi-jective) mapping function f from n-
dimensions to 1 dimension. The input of this function f is a set of n categorical
resource values; the output is a CID describing a specific combination of input
categorical resource values. Therefore, if we know the CIDs of a node and a job,
we can directly determine whether the node meets the job’s categorical constraints
(details about how to do are described in later).
Through the CID approach, we can separate the categorical resource represen-
tation from the CAN dimensions. Every node joins a single CAN and is allocated a
zone in the CAN based on its continuous resource capabilities; categorical resources
are not considered for the node’s zone in the CAN. Each node uses its CID to ex-
press its categorical resource capabilities, and the CID information is propagated
along each dimension towards the CAN origin as part of the periodic CAN update
mechanism, so that aggregated CID information can be used for the matchmak-
ing. We discuss the details of the information propagation in Section 5.1.3, and the


















Figure 5.1: An Integrated CAN with four nodes: lower case letters denote CIDs,
and each set next to the dotted-arrow shows aggregated CID information flow
An example shows how to construct a single CAN embedding both continuous
and categorical resource information using the CID approach. Table 5.1 shows the
categorical resource values for four nodes, as well as its CIDs. For this example, we
assume that there are two continuous resource types, memory size (GB) and CPU
speed (GHz), and two types of categorical resources, for example CPU architecture
and OS. Node D in Table 5.1 has the same CID as Node C because the categorical
resource values of the two nodes (MIPS & Linux) are the same.
Memory CPU Archi OS CID
Node A 10 1.0 Intel x86 Linux a
Node B 20 1.0 Intel x86 Windows b
Node C 10 1.5 MIPS Linux c
Node D 20 1.5 MIPS Linux c
Table 5.1: Node Resource Capabilities & CIDs
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Figure 5.1 shows the CAN built from the four nodes shown in Table 5.1. A
node’s zone contains its coordinate, which is the node’s continuous resource capa-
bilities. Each node delivers its aggregated CID information (abbreviated as ACID)
for categorical resources towards the CAN origin along each dimension, so that each
node has information about what kinds of CIDs for nodes exist in the outer regions
of the CAN. Equation 5.1 defines the ACID, where AC(n) is the ACID of node n,
C(n) is the CID of node n, d is the number of dimensions in the CAN, and UNi(n)
is the set of direct neighbors farther from the origin (the upper neighbors) of node
n for dimension i.











The ACID for a node is the union of the sets of CIDs of nodes farther from
the origin along all dimensions, along with the node’s own CID. For example, in
Figure 5.1 AC(D) is a just C(D) = {c}, because node D is the outermost node in
both CAN dimensions. AC(B) is C(B)'AC(D) = {b, c}, so node B knows node D’s
CID along the CPU dimension. In the same way, AC(A) is C(A)'AC(B)'AC(C) =
{a, b, c}, so node A knows the CIDs of all nodes by information aggregation. But
ACID can grow as the number of possible combinations of categorical resources; we
will revisit this issue in later section.
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5.1.2 Multi-attribute Requirements
If job requirements are given as a range of values for one or more categorical
resources, we can represent the job’s categorical requirements as a set of CIDs.
In fact, this representation is also a union over all acceptable categorical resource
combinations for each job. Since job requirements may not be specified as an exact
match (i.e., a range), a job can have multiple acceptable combinations for categorical
resource constraints, so the number of elements in the CID set for a job can be greater
than 1, whereas the CID set of a node has only a single element. To test whether
a node can meet a job’s categorical resource requirements, we need to perform
a set membership check. That operation determines whether a job’s categorical
requirements are met by the ACID of the node. If the set membership check returns
true, that means that one or more nodes satisfying the job’s constraints exist in
the upper region of the CAN from that node (meaning the regions farther from the
origin).
The detailed matchmaking process using the CID method works as follows.
First, a job is routed to a point that satisfies its minimum continuous resource re-
quirements. We can then check whether each upper neighbor has a node capable
of running the job in its upper region, looking at categorical resources constraints
by comparing the neighbor’s ACID and the job’s CID. If there is no capable node
for a particular dimension, we do not attempt to push the job along that dimen-
sion. If multiple dimensions have capable nodes, we can push this job along the
least loaded dimension, as measured by aggregated load information, as is done
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for continuous resources. The detailed description of the job pushing algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 3. The objective function (Equation 4.3), the probability
function (Equation 4.4) , and the score functions (Equation 4.1, Equation 4.2) in
Algorithm 3 are described in Chapter 4.
Algorithm 3 Matchmaking/Job Pushing for e!cient multi-attribute, range-based
categorical resource requirements
1: Transform the job’s categorical resource requirements into a CID(s) form using
the mapping function.
2: Route the job in the CAN to the node containing the job’s continuous resource
coordinates.
3: while a run-node is not found do
4: Find a set of acceptable nodes among neighbors satisfying continuous resource
constraints.
5: if Found an acceptable node(s) then
6: if Found a subset of acceptable nodes satisfy job’s categorical requirements
(check the CID) then
7: Pick the acceptable node with the fastest clock speed.
8: end if
9: else
10: Choose a target node and dimension to minimize the objective function
(Equation 4.3)
11: Check existence of capable nodes for that direction in terms of categorical
requirements based on ACID.
12: while An capable node does not exist for that direction do
13: Choose the next target node/dimension based on the objective function,
and check existence of capable nodes for categorical resources again.
14: end while
15: Determine stopping based on the probability (Equation 4.4) for the target
dimension.
16: if Stop then
17: Select the node with minimum score (Equation 4.1 or Equation 4.2)
among neighbors.
18: else






There are many ways to represent a unique ID and support union/set mem-
bership checks for sets of IDs e!ciently. This section proposes a practical method
based on bit strings. Assume that the number of possible combinations of categorical
resource values is M . The CID (output of mapping function f) can be represented
by an M bits string that is filled with all zeros except a 1 in only one bit position.
Therefore, a CID is distinguished by a position in an M-bits string which is set to
‘1’. Table 5.2 shows a bi-jective mapping and possible CIDs in strings that are 4
bits long.
For CID information aggregation, each node sends a bitwise-OR value of its
CID and the ACIDs for its upper regions. A bitwise-OR operation for these bit
strings is a union operation over the sets. The location of the bit that is set in a
CID is unique for each combination of categorical resource values, so bitwise-OR
operations produce the complete set of combinations of categorical resource values
for a node and all the nodes in its upper region. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the
CID representation and ACID propagation using the bit string approach.
To allow matching multiple categorical resource requirements for a job, we can
use a CID to represent the job’s categorical requirements as follows. Each bit in
Memory CPU Archi OS CID
Node A 10 1.0 Intel x86 Linux 0001
Node B 20 1.0 Intel x86 Windows 0010
Node C 10 1.5 MIPS Linux 0100
Node D 20 1.5 MIPS Linux 0100




















Figure 5.2: Integrated CAN for four nodes: Bit string approach
the CID for a job needs to be set if the corresponding combination of categorical
resource values satisfies the job’s requirements. Therefore, if a job has a wide range
of acceptable categorical resource constraints, then the number of ‘1’ bit in its CID
becomes large. This representation is also essentially a union operation across all
acceptable combinations for the job. For example, if a job E requires the Intel
x86 platform but does not care about the OS, then C(E) is 0011 from Table 5.2,
because both Linux & Intel x86 and Windows & Intel x86 meet the job’s constraints
so C(E) = 0001|0010 = 0011.
For the set-membership operation, we compute the bitwise-AND of the node’s
CID and the job’s CID. If the output of the bitwise-AND has at least 1 bit set,
then the node satisfies the job’s categorical resource requirements. Similarly, we
can check whether an upper region has (at least) one node that meets the job’s
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requirement using the bitwise-AND operation and the ACID for the node. The
set membership check can also be used in the job pushing process described in the
previous section. For example, in Figure 5.2 if job E’s continuous requirements are
(10GB, 1.0GHz), the job E is initially routed to node A’s zone. At node A, job E
may be pushed to node B or node C because both nodes are located in the upper
region of node A, without considering categorical resource constraints, but job E
can be pushed to node B only because node C and the upper region of node B do
not have capable nodes that meet the categorical resource requirements. In more
detail, node B’s ACID is 0101 and Node C’s ACID is 0100. Bitwise-AND of those
ACIDs with the job’s CID (0011) are 0001 and 0000, respectively. Since the output
of the bitwise-AND of node B’s ACID and job E’s CID has one ‘1’ bit, job E can
be pushed to node B.
Note that this representation and set membership check do not produce any
false positives, thus every decision on the job pushing process is accurate so that we
can support completeness in our matchmaking process. One major concern is the
bit string length - we are using an M bit string to represent the M di"erent com-
binations of categorical constraints. Generally the combinations of the categorical
resource types for the machines in the P2P grid system do not vary across all such
combinations. Even in the worst case, where every node has di"erent categorical
resource capabilities (not a likely scenario), the bit length really needed is the num-
ber of nodes in the system. However, if the length of the bit string really matters,
we can use a Bloom-filter [43] scheme, or another compression technique to reduce
bit length at the cost of decreasing accuracy (but with Bloom filters we would get
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to choose how to make that trade-o").
One problem for the CID approach and the sub-CAN approach is when a new
value for a categorical resource type is needed after the CAN construction. For
example, if a new version of the OS is released after the CAN structure is built,
we need a dynamic update to assign new bit(s) to accommodate a new version in
the CIDs. We have assumed that the mapping function for categorical values (i.e.
Table 5.2 in the example) has been pre-determined before CAN construction so
that every node can maintain the same mapping information for categorical resource
types. However, if we need to add a new bit for a new value for a categorical resource
type, the update can be done in the same way as the information propagation
algorithm. We first pick a few nodes by choosing random coordinates, and update
the CID mapping function in the nodes to add a new bit. The newly updated
nodes can then propagate the new information for categorical resource values to
neighbor nodes by heartbeat messages, but now a node has to not only incorporate
its categorical resource values into the CID, but also update the meaning of the bits
in the CID. We can assume that such updates to add a categorical value do not
happen frequently, so the system overheads due to the updates would be negligible.
5.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we present two sets of experimental results. First, we show the
performance and costs of matchmaking and load balancing using the CID approach.
As a baseline, we compare the performance of using CID against both an online cen-
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tralized matchmaker and the earlier sub-CAN approach described in Section 2.4, as
measured by job wait times, to show that the decentralized CID solution is compa-
rable in performance to a centralized approach and much better than the sub-CAN
method. Another set of experiments shows how performance of the CID approach is
a"ected by staleness of the aggregated information communicated across the CAN
We have measured the accuracy of the aggregated CID and load information, and
its e"ects on job wait times, as we increase the interval between updates passed
between neighboring nodes.
5.2.1 Load Balancing Performance
The first experiment looks at load balancing performance when jobs’ require-
ments for a categorical resource type are given as a range. We used the same
configurations described in previous chapters (Chapter 3, Chapter 4). The simu-
lation scenario contains 1000 heterogeneous nodes and 20,000 jobs are submitted
to those nodes. The job workload about execution time and continuous resource
characteristics is the same as that in the previous experiments in Section 3.3.1.
We compare our CID approach against the online centralized scheduler (denoted as
Cent in the graphs) as well as our previous work, which is based on the sub-CAN
approach described in Section 2.4 (denoted as sub-CAN in the graphs). Sub-CAN
is optimized to support exact matches for categorical resource types, but it cannot
support multi-attribute range-type job requirements e!ciently, because a sequential
search along the transform dimension is needed to find all the sub-CANs that match
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the job requirements.
Nodes have four kinds of categorical resource characteristics, and each categor-
ical resource can have two values. Therefore, nodes can have 16 distinct categorical
resource combinations (i.e. there can be 16 sub-CANs in the sub-CAN scheme), and
the number of nodes in each sub-CAN is approximately equal. We submitted exact
match jobs as well as range-type jobs for categorical resources. In these experiments,
62.5% jobs are exact-match cases, and the rest of the jobs have a “don’t care” cat-
egorical constraint. Therefore, if we assign jobs without carefully considering load
balancing across sub-CANs, total matchmaking performance can be very poor. Fig-
ure 5.3 shows load balancing performance compared to the online central scheduler
(Cent) and the sub-CAN approach, where we vary average job inter-arrival times
from 3 seconds to 5 seconds. Lower job inter-arrival time means a heavily loaded
system, and higher job inter-arrival time results in a more lightly loaded system
overall. The figure shows cumulative distributions for job wait times, where wait
time is measured from when a job is placed on a run-node after matchmaking to
when the job starts executing. Note that the Y axis starts at 55% to better see the
di"erence among the three matchmaking schemes. Overall, the performance of the
CID scheme is not much di"erent from that of the centralized solution, as measured
by job wait times, regardless of job inter-arrival time. Sub-CAN shows long tails in
the graphs for all case, which means that a few nodes have many waiting jobs due
to load imbalances across sub-CANs. Overall, our decentralized CID solution shows
competitive performance to Cent, and performs better than the sub-CAN approach














































































































































Figure 5.4: CDF of Job wait time varying Job Constraint Ratio
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Figure 5.4 shows load balancing performance versus job constraint ratio, i.e.,
load balance versus di!culty in matching jobs to nodes. The job constraint ratio
can also a"ect load balancing performance because a higher job constraint ratio
makes the matchmaking more di!cult. Similar to the results with varying job inter-
arrival time, when the job constraint ratio is low (i.e. 40%), CID shows very similar
performance to Cent, while higher job constraint ratios can lead CID to misdirect
jobs to heavily-loaded nodes because there are fewer nodes capable of running each
job in the system, so peer-to-peer matchmaking with limited global information
can experience di!culty in finding less loaded nodes. In addition, sub-CAN shows
overall load imbalance because it fails to balance load e"ectively across sub-CANs.
From these simulations, we confirm that our matchmaking and load balancing
performance is competitive to the online centralized matchmaker for this scenario,
and e"ectively supports workloads with multi-attribute, range-based categorical re-
source requirements, while the sub-CAN approach does not perform well for that
type of workload.
5.2.2 Cost Analysis
We evaluate two aspects of our system cost. We first gathered statistics on
messaging overhead among nodes to maintain our peer-to-peer system during the
simulation period, and compared our CID approach with the sub-CAN for all exper-
iments. Overall, we do not see any significant di"erence between the two methods.
















Routing Hops for Matchmaking
CID
sub-CAN
Figure 5.5: CDF of number of Routing hops for matchmaking
the major portion of the total messaging costs, and heartbeat costs are determined
by the structure of the CAN (mainly the number of dimensions) [44], the similarity
of the messaging costs for the CID and sub-CAN approaches is not surprising.
The other metric is the number of hops for the matchmaking process for a job.
Figure 5.5 shows cumulative distributions of the number of hops for the matchmak-
ing process for both approaches. We show only one of the experimental results (60%
job constraint ratio, 4 seconds inter-arrival time), but other overall distributions for
the other experiments are similar to those presented. This result indicates that the
CID approach needs more hops to find the run-node on average as well as in the
worst-case, compared to sub-CAN. The main reason for this di"erence is that the
sub-CAN approach has fewer nodes in a sub-CAN than for CID; for example, in this
experiment, there are 250 nodes in each sub-CAN for the sub-CAN approach, while
all 1000 nodes are in a single CAN for CID. The number of hops for job pushing
is a"ected by the number of nodes in a CAN - in the worst case, we may have to
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search all the nodes along a particular dimension to find a free node to run on when
the system is highly loaded (meaning all capable nodes are already running jobs),
so in general the search is limited by the number of nodes along a dimension in the
CAN. Therefore, we can see from Figure 5.5 that the number of hops for CID is
approximately two times greater than that for sub-CAN in the worst case. However,
for 90% of the matches the number of hops is less than 40, so we can conclude that
CID approach is comparable in terms of the matchmaking cost in practice. More-
over, the matchmaking time is very small compared to the job wait time and the job
running time, so will not greatly increase the total job turn-around time in practice.
5.2.3 Exact Match Workload
If there is no range specified in a job’s requirements (meaning an exact match
is needed), and there are a large number of unique combinations of categorical re-
sources types, then the job can be directed to a single sub-CAN for that approach,
whereas the CID approach does not show any benefits from its integrated approach.
Therefore in a situation like exact matches with many sub-CANs, the load balancing
performance of CID may be worse than for the sub-CAN approach. In addition,
the number of hops for matchmaking increases with the fraction of capable nodes in
the CAN in terms of categorical values. That is because there is a lower probabil-
ity of encountering capable nodes among neighbors during the job pushing process
in matchmaking, since neighbors can have di"erent values for their categorical re-
sources in the CID approach. Therefore, we examine the most di!cult scenario for
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the CID approach and compare the performance and cost of the CID and sub-CAN
approaches.
In this experiment, only exact-match jobs are submitted to the system with
equal probability for having each combination of categorical resource values (other
configuration and job workload are the same as those for the previous experiment).
Overall, the performance of CID, sub-CAN, and Cent does not look significantly dif-
ferent, although Cent and sub-CAN perform slightly better than the CID approach.
We conducted the simulations varying inter-arrival times and jobs constraints ra-
tio, but the results are similar, so we omit the graphs. In terms of routing hops
for matchmaking, CID has many more routing hops for matchmaking, because the
number of node in the entire CAN is much greater than in a single sub-CAN case.
Even with this e"ect, the median values for the number of hops are not very dif-
ferent, and in the worst case the number of routing hops is bounded by the system
size. Furthermore, the matchmaking time is always very small compared to the job
wait time and the job running time, so the matchmaking cost does not contribute
much to overall job turn-around time.
From these results, we conclude that even under unfriendly conditions, the
CID approach performs competitively to the online centralized matchmaker and to
the sub-CAN approach, which has been optimized to perform exact matches for
categorical resource types, and that the overall costs remain reasonable.
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5.2.4 Stale Information
Our job pushing algorithm based on CID depends on aggregated information in
two ways: First, ACID information should be propagated in a downward direction
toward the origin of the CAN so the CAN can use it to find capable nodes, for
matchmaking for categorical resources. Propagated ACID information cannot be
sent to all nodes in the system instantly. It takes time to update any changes
in categorical resources among non-neighbor nodes (e.g, because nodes arrive or
leave the system) because information updates are piggybacked onto the periodical
heartbeats between neighbors used to maintain CAN connectivity. Therefore, the
delay in ACID information propagation may cause a failure in matchmaking even
when a capable node exists in the system, thereby causing loss of the completeness
property Second, load information, such as the number of nodes, the number of
cores in the nodes and the number of jobs in the nodes can be aggregated and
propagated along each dimension in the CAN to give some hints about the load
distributions across nodes in the CAN. Such aggregated load information can impact
the performance of load balancing. Therefore, staleness of aggregated information
can a"ect matchmaking performance both in terms of completeness as well as for
load balancing.
Staleness of the aggregated information is determined by the heartbeat in-
terval, so we conducted experiments changing the heartbeat interval and used two
metrics to evaluate performance. As a direct measure to see how stale the aggre-
gated information is, we compute the accuracy of the aggregated information as
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follows. We capture a snapshot of the entire system every five minutes during the
simulation and compute the correct ACID and load information for each node based
on the up-to-date information in the snapshot. We then compare the correct infor-
mation from the snapshot with the current aggregated information at each node at
some point in time, and compute how many bits in the ACID bit string in each
node are wrong (for ACID), or how far the current load information is from the
correct value (for load information). The correct values in the snapshot are used
only for checking the accuracy of the aggregated information, not for matchmak-
ing jobs. The second metric for performance is an indirect e"ect of staleness of
aggregated information. We measured the job wait time distributions with varying
heartbeat periods to see the e"ects of overall system performance as the staleness
of the aggregated information varied.
Setup The experiments are configured as follows. Initially 1000 nodes with 4 di"er-
ent combinations of categorical resource join the system. The node distribution for
the categorical resource types is uniform (25 % for each combination of categorical
resource types). In the second stage, 1000 Jobs are submitted sequentially with
a Poisson distribution for job inter-arrival time (10 seconds on average), and the
average running time of submitted jobs is 120 minutes. Concurrently a new node
joins or one of the nodes leaves the system in intervals that also follow a Poisson
distribution with either a 5 or 10 second average between events (called node churn
rate). The node churn rate is faster than or equal to the job inter-arrival rate in this
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(b) Averages of Job Wait Time
Figure 5.6: Information Accuracy and System Performance Varying Heartbeat Pe-
riods: The Node Churn Rate is 5 Seconds
for nodes in the system. All jobs (or nodes) in the second stage specify particular
categorical resource requirements (or capabilities), which are chosen from the four
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(b) Averages of Job Wait Time
Figure 5.7: Information Accuracy and System Performance Varying Heartbeat Pe-
riods: The Node Churn Rate is 10 Seconds
initial stage can execute the incoming jobs and 75% of nodes are only exchanging
heartbeat messages. The ratio of nodes having di"erent categorical values can in-
crease the information propagation delay among actual capable nodes, so having a
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large number of di"erent categorical values for the nodes in the system makes it
easier to see the e"ects of increasing the heartbeat interval. The purpose of this ex-
periment is to see the e"ects from information staleness for long heartbeat intervals,
so we fixed this ratio for this experiment. We increased the heartbeat interval from
30 seconds (the default value used in earlier experiments on load balancing) to 300,
1000, and 3000 seconds and measured the correctness of ACID and the accuracy
of (aggregated) core utilization of the upper region for periodic snapshots, and job
wait time distributions for all jobs submitted in the second stage.
Results Figure 5.6 shows the accuracy of the core utilization and the correctness
of the CID, as well as the average job wait time as the heartbeat interval varies,
when the node churn rate is 5 seconds. In the figure, ACID error is the number
of incorrect ACIDs divided by the total number of ACIDs in the system, and Core
Utilization Error is defined as the absolute di"erence between the correct core uti-
lization and the actual core utilization in each node. Core utilization is the number
of used (and required) cores of running (and waiting) job(s) divided by the number
of cores in the nodes in the upper region in the CAN. We plot ACID errors and
statistics of core utilization, including mean, median, 25% and 75% values, varying
the heartbeat interval. Note that the X axis (heartbeat period) in the figure is a
log scale for a better view of the points. The graph shows that more than 90% of
the ACID information is correct and that the average error of core utilization is less
than 10% when the heartbeat period is reasonably short (i.e. less than 5 minutes),
and overall system performance, as measured by job wait time, does not decrease
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significantly. However, when the heartbeat period becomes longer (i.e. 50 minutes),
the error ratio is relatively higher, and performance decreases (job wait time in-
creases), although 50 minutes for a heartbeat interval is relatively long compared to
the average job running time of 120 minutes. We conclude that the CID approach
is not very sensitive to the staleness of the aggregated information in practice, and
overall performance is not a"ected by the small errors from delayed information
propagation, as long as the update interval is not too long (e.g., less than 5 min-
utes). Figure 5.7 shows the same results when the interval for the node churn rate is
10 seconds on average, which is a lower churn rate than for the previous experiment.
Though the correctness of ACID and the accuracy of core utilization are improved
because of the lower node churn rate, the overall trend of the results is the same as
for the higher churn system.
5.3 Summary
We have described and evaluated a new approach to decentralized matchmak-
ing of jobs that include multi-attribute, range-type categorical resource constraints
in their job descriptions. We encode these range constraints in job descriptions into
categorical identifiers (CIDs), and match these CIDs with resource information to
find good matches. We show via simulation that our scheme supports range-type
search on job descriptions and balances loads e"ectively across heterogeneous nodes.
Moreover, our system relies on resource descriptions being aggregated and
periodically disseminated across a P2P overlay network. Decentralized algorithms
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are often sensitive to the freshness of the aggregated information. We show that
our approach is tolerant of relatively stale resource information, allowing the system
to aggregate and disseminate information only at large intervals. Further, we show




This chapter introduces related research on P2P grid technology to exploit
multi-core or heterogeneous resources and to support expressive resource description
and discovery on various P2P platforms.
P2P Grid System
There is a great deal of previous research on grid computing based on peer-to-peer
architectures, but these do not necessarily share all of our goals. For example, un-
structured P2P frameworks [45, 46, 47] employ Time-to-Live message timeouts, so
they cannot have our desired completeness property because they may fail to find
a node capable of running a job even though one exists in the grid. There have
also been studies on encoding resource information using a DHT hash function for
resource discovery [48, 49, 50]. However this line of research has problems with load-
balancing and expressiveness, because the hash function cannot distribute similar
nodes evenly across the system. Moreover, these systems do not take multi-core ca-
pabilities into account. Even centralized systems such as Condor [4] and BOINC [5],
suggest treating each core as a separate entity in the grid, handle a multi-core node
as a collection of virtual independent nodes.
Performance Prediction Model for Multi-core Nodes
For simulating multi-core nodes, Amdahl’s Law [51, 52] for multi-core machines is
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proposed in [53]. Amdahl’s Law and other speedup models for multi-core machines
are discussed for scalable computing [54], However, using these laws requires know-
ing characteristics of a specific job, such as the fraction that is parallelizable and
its sequential execution performance, so they cannot be applied to our high-level
simulations for desktop grid computing. In addition, these laws do not include
performance degradations due to memory or other resource contention.
Scalable and Robust P2P Overlay System
There has been a great deal of work on robust and scalable structured peer-to-peer
systems. For example, Gummadi et al. described the relationship between failure
resilience and the geometric shape of various DHTs [55]. While they conclude that
ring geometry is the most robust, the ring shape cannot support our required se-
mantics for resource representation. Chun et al. showed that smart selection of
neighbors can improve the performance and robustness of a DHT containing het-
erogeneous nodes [56]. They used a cost function that takes into account network
proximity and node capacity to choose the best neighbors. However, they did not
consider scalability in heterogeneous environments. Awerbuch and Scheideler pro-
vided a theoretical foundation for robustness and scalability of DHTs [57]. They
developed a generalized model, analyzed its theoretical properties and evaluated the
model in a high-churn environment. Their proposed scheme is robust so can deal
with large numbers of join-leave events in a short period of time, but they did not
describe the detailed protocols that are needed for a practical system.
GPU, Heterogeneous nodes and Grid Computing
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There have been some e"orts to exploit heterogeneous machines, especially GPG-
PUs, in desktop grid computing environments. For example, the BOINC system has
begun to support GPGPU computing so that users can run scientific applications
on a GPU platform [58]. One practical project to exploit desktop GPUs is GPU-
GRID.net [59]. This project intends to solve molecular simulations on top of BOINC.
However, the project mainly targets specific GPU machines, not more heterogeneous
resources, and its scheduling and load balancing algorithms are centralized, which is
di"erent from our purely decentralized approach. Perhaps the closest work to ours
on scheduling and resource management for heterogeneous environment was done
by Kotani et al. [60]. They focused on how to detect and exploit idle cycles in GPU
machines and proposed a simple matchmaking framework. However, the framework
depends on a central resource broker, which is very di"erent from our completely
decentralized approach.
Multi-attribute Range-query using Indexing
There has been some prior work on range queries into multi-dimensional datasets
over peer-to-peer systems. One popular approach is to construct a distributed in-
dexing overlay over the nodes in the P2P network for e!cient data lookup. Earlier
projects include SCRAP and MURK [61]. SCRAP uses a space-filling curve to inte-
grate multi-dimensional data into a single index while preserving locality. However,
the locality of the space-filling curve cannot be guaranteed for high-dimensional data.
MURK is a variant of a distributed, multi-dimensional KD-tree (like our CAN), but
its indexing scheme is also not optimized for high-dimensional data. Inspired by
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MURK, DiST [62] supports optimized range queries by building a complete KD-
tree index composed of partial, distributed indexes across P2P nodes. However,
DiST targets stable and less dynamic systems, such as distributed databases for
fast queries into spatial data. Similarly, other e"orts to extend well-known multi-
dimensional trees for decentralized environments have been proposed to support
e!cient range queries, such as RT-CAN (R-tree over CAN) [63] and a distributed
quad-tree index [64]. VBI-tree [65] is a more general peer-to-peer framework for
multi-dimensional indexing. That framework suggests distributing a virtual multi-
dimensional binary tree across P2P nodes by adding more routing links between
sibling nodes in the tree. Even though an additional overlay can support e!cient
range queries across distributed nodes, maintaining the DHT and decentralized in-
dexing concurrently can be expensive for P2P systems, especially in high churn
situations.
Multi-attribute Range-query on P2P Overlay System
Another approach for multi-dimensional range queries on a P2P system is to lever-
age generic DHTs by compressing index information into the key used by the DHT.
For example, m-LIGHT [66] indexes a spatial KD-tree and transforms the index
into a key using a naming function. PRISM [67] uses reference vectors to encode a
multi-dimensional index over a DHT. Similarly, Li et al. propose to support multi-
dimensional range queries in sensor networks by mapping a high-dimensional space
to a 2-dimensional space [68]. Both systems partition a virtual multi-dimensional
space, label each hyperspace with a bit-string and map (compress) bit-strings to a
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1 or 2 dimensional space so that a multi-dimensional query can search in the space
e!ciently. One simple multi-attribute search scheme embedded in a DHT is Mer-
cury [69]. Mercury builds individual indexes over a Chord DHT [15] to support
queries for each di"erent attribute. The system uses the key space of the Chord
to represent each resource characteristic, similar to our CAN-based system, and
the authors suggest load balancing techniques to resolve a skewed data population
caused by the non-random key space. However, their scheme to build separate in-
dexes may not be e!cient for range queries into high-dimensional data, because
their target workload is to find entities in a 3-D space, and they cannot support
wild-card type range-queries e!ciently. SWORD [70] uses Mercury’s idea for its
underlying distributed architecture, and support a set of optimized techniques and
services for users for wide-area multi-attribute resource discovery, but SWORD is
ine!cient for wild-card queries on a high-dimensional space. One recent e"ort for
elastic cloud storage is ecStore [71]; it supports e!cient range-queries and trans-
actional operations by leveraging a peer-to-peer structure to build a scalable and
reliable system. We generalize ecStore’s elastic range-query functions for the stor-
age system to support flexible resource discovery. Even though there has been work
to support multi-dimensional range queries on P2P systems, they all lack at least
one key feature from our system requirements. Our proposed scheme finds the best
(least loaded) node among all candidates that meet the constraints, whereas the
schemes from the related work search nodes that meet the range constraints but do
not address load balancing issues.
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Parallel Job Scheduling under Multiple Resource Requirements Though
parallel job scheduling schemes have di"erent assumptions and usage models, some
of underlying techniques are shared with our P2P based matchmaking for heteroge-
neous environments. Backfilling [72, 73] is a commonly used scheduling method for
parallel jobs, because it is straightforward but has been shown to be more e"ective
than a first-come, first-serve(FCFS) scheduler. Backfilling schemes require the job
running time, which is given by the user or estimated, and inaccurate estimation
is closely related to scheduling performance [74]. However, this assumption is not
applicable to our heterogeneous decentralized desktop grid, where good estimates
of job running times may be very di!cult to acquire.
While most previous research takes only CPU utilization into account, Lein-
berger et al. suggest a backfilling scheme within a single machine that allows for
multiple resource requirements, such as CPU and memory [38]. That work proposed
two backfilling techniques for selecting backfilled jobs, to maximize total utilization
as well as to balance utilization across resources. However, those are still based
on the EASY backfilling criterion, which requires accurate information about job
running times, therefore we cannot apply those techniques in a straightforward man-
ner. They also proposed a load balancing scheme among nodes via job migration in
computational grids with multiple resource constraints [37]. As they did for a single
machine [38], they tried to balance loads locally across K-resources by exchanging
jobs with di"erent resource requirements among machines to enhance throughput.
However, they assumed a near-homogeneous environment, and did not consider
backfilling in that work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, I conclude this dissertation by reviewing the thesis and its
contributions and present some directions for future work.
7.1 Thesis and Contributions
In this dissertation, I supported the following thesis: a decentralized resource
management scheme can be employed to exploit heterogeneous multiple computing
resources in grid systems. The goal of this work was to investigate the problem
of building a scalable infrastructure for exploiting multi-core and various kinds of
heterogeneous grid resources in an e!cient way. Such infrastructure must be de-
centralized, robust, scalable, and expressive while e!ciently allocating application
instances to available resources throughout the system. The main contributions
made by this dissertation include:
1. E!ective contention-aware job scheduling for multi-core nodes First,
I have proposed two new dynamic resource management schemes, Dual-CAN
and the Balloon Model, which account for multi-core nodes in a peer-to-peer
grid. The key idea behind both schemes is to use distinct logical peers to
represent a single physical multi-core node. One logical peer represents the
static and maximum node capability, and the other expresses the current avail-
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able amount of resources. I have developed a scheme for e!ciently mapping
jobs to multi-core nodes within the new resource management frameworks. I
extended our existing single-core approaches to aggregating information and
representing global grid state, and we described a “job-pushing” algorithm
that e!ciently balances load in both single-core and multi-core machines.
Second, I suggested an approach to modeling the performance of multi-core
nodes, using a penalty factor to account for resource contention. Based on
data from real experiments using benchmark tests and from the literature, we
developed a simple equation to predict the contention e"ect by interpolating
all data. Via extensive simulation results, I show that our new approach out-
performs multi-core oblivious approaches, and shows performance competitive
to an online centralized algorithm.
2. Scalable resource management framework for heterogeneous envi-
ronments
I proposed a decentralized resource management scheme that exploits diverse
computing elements in heterogeneous environments. By considering features
of heterogeneous nodes, i.e., di"ering numbers of computing elements as well
as diversity of computing element types, our matchmaking and load balanc-
ing solution is better optimized to accommodate various computing elements
across nodes with di"erent performance characteristics and capabilities. We
have confirmed via extensive simulations that our proposed scheme shows load
balancing performance competitive to an online centralized approach, and bet-
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ter than our previous scheme that ignored heterogeneity.
However, supporting heterogeneous jobs and nodes in a system where resources
are mapped to dimensionality can cause the overall system to scale poorly.
We have analyzed the system costs required to maintain the underlying CAN
DHT with respect to the complexity of the job resource requirements, and
found that the messaging cost is O(d2) in the number of dimensions for the
prior system. We have described more scalable solutions to reduce the costs to
O(d) without sacrificing system resilience to node failures, and have confirmed
these properties via simulation.
3. Range-type resource discovery and load balancing
I developed a new resource discovery and load balancing method to support
multi-attribute, range-based job constraints in a peer-to-peer grid system.
Handling these jobs is di!cult because decentralized resource discovery and
load balancing across multiple sets of resource constraints become very com-
plex, but in a structured way. Our scheme encodes the categorical resource
types of each node into a standard set representation, such as a bit string,
and propagates that information across nodes in the system with fixed length
messages. We combine this encoding scheme with the existing job pushing
method for continuous resource types, to provide a flexible, integrated match-
making solution. We have used simulation to show that our approach has load
balancing performance competitive to an online centralized approach, and ef-
fectively supports range-type job constraints without increasing overall costs
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significantly. Even in di!cult environments, our approach e!ciently performs
range queries with load balance comparable to the more complicated sub-CAN
approach, without significant overhead.
Moreover, our matchmaking algorithm relies on asynchronous information ag-
gregation and dissemination among nodes, leading to the possibility of basing
decisions on stale information. We have used simulation to show that the per-
formance of our new algorithm is resilient to delays in propagating aggregated
information, even with high node churn and infrequent updates.
7.2 Future Work
We foresee many possible extensions to the work presented in this dissertation.
Although I have focused on performance improvement and optimization to exploit
heterogeneous grid resources, there are many opportunities which have not been
explored from various perspectives.
Real System Experiments
So far, we have tested our decentralized matchmaking framework in a simulator.
Simulation allows us to see the results under various environments, so it is easy
to show the behaviors of our system. Our research group has made some e"orts to
develop our ideas for real implementation so that we can run real workloads provided
by our collaborators in Astronomy department in the University of Maryland. Once
we can move our simulator to the real system, we can investigate more practical
problems which could not be shown in a simulation environment.
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Energy E"cient Resource Management and Job Scheduling
In a data-center environment, the cost to pay electricity bills becomes significant con-
cern compared to the cost to maintain facility and purchase new hardware. There-
fore, energy-e!cient resource management and job scheduling are hot topics in a
current cloud computing area. Grid computing should support this trend to reduce
costs of computing resources so that people can voluntarily donate their idle com-
puting cycles without worrying about electricity costs. Our job scheduling decision
has been optimized to maximize total system throughput and/or CPU utilization
in each node. In addition to focusing on utilization of computing resources, we can
add some parameters related to energy consumption in the objective function in the
matchmaking algorithm.
Running Dependent Jobs and Checkpointing
In my thesis work, I have assumed that there are no dependencies between jobs.
However, if a job needs the output of another job as its input, then we have to
consider how to organize those dependent jobs in an organized way. For example,
there should be a coordinator such as Condor’s DAGMan [75] which can manage
and monitor the overall execution flows of dependent jobs. In addition, if the size
of the first job’s output is large, then we should allocate dependent jobs considering
network proximity and bandwidth.
In our current formulation of the problem, if a run-node fails suddenly, then
we have to restart the job execution from the scratch. However, if a run-node
checkpoints the interim result or job’s execution status periodically, the job can
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execute from the recent checkpoint time [4]. By adding checkpointing feature, our
P2P grid system can enhance its robustness.
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